
Modifications of the manuscript “Changes in the geometry and strength of the Atlantic 

Meridional Overturning Circulation during the last glacial (20-50 ka)”. 

We would like to thank the reviewers for their constructive comments that helped clarifying our 

manuscript. Please find below a list of the main changes made to the text and figures, our point by point 

response to the reviewers (submitted on the 3rd of July 2016), the main text and supplementary material 

with tracked modifications. Note that the page and line numbering in the list of main modifications 

refers to the manuscript with tracked changes available below. Thank you for your understanding. 

 

List of main modifications 

Main text and figures 

P.1, l.21: We replaced the sentences “At the onset of Heinrich Stadial 2, the structure of the AMOC 

significantly changed. The deep Atlantic was probably directly affected by a southern sourced water 

mass…” by “Our results further show that during Heinrich Stadial 2, the deep Atlantic was probably 

directly affected by a southern-sourced water mass…” 

P.2, l.5: We replaced the sentence “suggesting that other mechanisms could be required to explain 

Greenland temperature millennial-scale variability“ by “suggesting that Greenland temperature 

millennial scale variability might be related to more complex changes in Atlantic circulation than simply 

switching between “on” and “off” circulation modes”. 

P.2, l.17: We replaced the paragraph “However, interpretation of sedimentary Pa/Th from a single 

sediment core might be complicated by the non-linear response of Pa/Th to circulation intensity changes 

(Luo et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2006). Reconstructing present and past strengths of the AMOC is 

therefore best achieved by combining Pa/Th records from different water depths and latitudes” by 

“However, interpretations of sediment Pa/Th from a single core can be ambiguous because similar 

values can result from different geometry and overturning strength (Luo et al., 2010). Reconstructing 

past circulation thus requires combining Pa/Th records from multiple sites over a wide range of latitudes 

and depths”. 

P.2, l.26: We replaced the sentence “The streamfunctions were simulated with the Earth System model 

iLOVECLIM under different climatic conditions” by “One streamfunction is derived from present day 

geostrophic velocity estimates (Talley et al., 2003) and two others were simulated with the Earth System 

model iLOVECLIM under different climatic conditions”. 

P.3, l.30: We added the sentence: “Note that because we lack information on past marine productivity 

changes, we do not account for their potential impact on benthic δ13C in the present study”. 

P.4, l.2: We replaced the sentence “sedimentary Pa/Th is a relatively recent tracer that records the 

renewal rate of water masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor (Thomas et al., 2006)” by 

“sedimentary Pa/Th is a relatively recent tracer that can be used to estimate the renewal rate of water 

masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor (Thomas et al., 2006, Luo et al., 2010)”. 

P.5, l.8 and in the entire manuscript and figures: We replaced the term “HS1 streamfunction” by the 

term “shallow overturning streamfunction”. 

P.5, l.34: We replaced the paragraph: “The Pa/Th model is a 2D model without parameterization of 

diffusive transport (Luo et al., 2010). This prevents the model from simulating boundary scavenging, 

which is the transfer of dissolved protactinium from open ocean regions of high Pa concentrations to 

coastal regions of low Pa concentration such as in upwelling zones (Christl et al., 2010)” by” The 

absence of margins in the simple 2D Pa/Th model (Luo et al., 2010) prevents it from simulating 

boundary scavenging, which is the lateral advection of dissolved Pa from open ocean regions 



characterized by high Pa concentrations to coastal regions of low Pa concentration such as in upwelling 

zones (Christl et al., 2010)”. 

P.6, l.9: We removed the sentence: “Moreover, benthic foraminiferal δ13C measurements, which reflect 

the DIC of the water mass directly above the sediment interface, allows confirming or infirming the 

geometry information contained in measured Pa/Th values”. 

P.6, l.37: We added the paragraph: “Note that due to the limited number of sedimentary Pa/Th records 

during MIS3, we can only provide an approximate estimate of water mass boundary positions. Our 

equatorial transect is however ideally located to record shifts in the position of the transition between 

southern and northern sourced water masses”. 

P.9, l.14: We replaced the sentence “the high d13C values of core SU90-03 and MD09-3257 indicate that 

northern sourced waters were present at ~2500 m in the North and equatorial Atlantic” by “the high d13C 

values of core SU90-03 and MD09-3257, and low d13C values of core MD02-2594 (< 0.5‰, Negre et 

al., 2010), indicate that northern sourced waters were present at ~2500 m in the North and equatorial 

Atlantic”. 

P.10, l.6: We added the paragraph: “Based on our definition of the Interstadial time slices, we assume 

that the GI3 time slice reflects interstadial conditions. However, because GI3 seen in Greenland ice 

cores is of relatively short duration, the Pa/Th signal of the studied sediment cores might not reflect full 

interstadial circulation conditions. Nonetheless, we consider it unlikely that the Pa/Th of GI3 reflects 

stadial conditions. Indeed, core MD09-3257 sedimentary Pa/Th values observed during GI3 are similar 

to those recorded during the GI8 and GI10 time slices that correspond to strict interstadials (Fig. 3)”. 

Figure 1: A second panel was added to show the position of the sediment cores on a map of the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Figure 7: This figure was modified to better reflect the uncertainty on the latitudinal and vertical extent 

of the southern-sourced water mass that we discuss in the text.  

Supplementary material 

P.1, l.19: We replaced the sentence “Hence, Pa/Th values associated with each time slice on core MD09-

3257 are invariant, despite dating uncertainties” by “Hence, Pa/Th values associated with the different 

time slices in core MD09-3257 are independent from the age model. For all other cores, dating 

uncertainties account for Pa/Th uncertainties associated with each time slice”. 

Figure S4: We now display Pa/Th data as a function of opal fluxes in both panels. 

Figure S5: We added the coefficient of correlation R2 next to the linear regression. 

  



Full point by point response to reviewers’ comments on manuscript “Changes in the geometry 

and strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation during the last glacial (20-50 

ka)”. 

 

We would like to thank the reviewers for their constructive comments. Our point by point response is 

outlined below. The reviewer’s comments are displayed in blue, and our answers are in black and 

highlighted by asterisks "***". As requested by the editor, we will provide a revised version of the 

manuscript later in the revision process. Note that page and line numbers that we provide are those 

associated with the PDF downloaded from http://www.clim-past-discuss.net/cp-2016-26/#discussion. 

The line numbers the first reviewer provided in the “Technical points” section appear to be different 

from those that appear on the PDF. Thank you for your understanding. 

 

Referee #1 (Anonymous) 

 
Received and published: 26 May 2016 

 

In their manuscript “Changes in the geometry and strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 

Circulation during the last glacial (20-50 ka)”, Burckel et al. use 231Pa and 230Th ratios and 13C to 

assess the past state of deep ocean circulation in the Atlantic Ocean at several intervals during the past 

glaciation. After attempting to assess the geometry and strength of the overturning cell of the Atlantic, 

they conclude that the deep ocean circulation was very different from the modern in all four of their 

study intervals. The interstadial circulation was different in being relatively shallow, with a deep inflow 

from the south. Southward flowing waters at mid-depth would therefore have been the return flow of 

southern-sourced waters. At the time of Heinrich Stadial 2, yet another different circulation is inferred, 

with southern waters filling the deep Atlantic and a slow, southward-flowing water mass occupying the 

intermediate depths. 

This is a potentially valuable contribution to the literature on past states of the ocean circulation. It 

presents new geochemical data in a spatial array that may provide insights into changes at different 

depths and locations. The isotopic method is a promising and exciting approach, although it seems still 

in development in comparison to modern measurements. The data are compared to model output, which 

although limited in resolution and lacking a third dimension, nevertheless provides useful constraints on 

potential interpretations. The conclusions are not inconsistent with the relatively limited data presented. 

In terms of the specific criteria, the paper certainly addresses relevant questions within the scope of CP. 

It does not present novel approaches, but builds well upon existing techniques, data, and ocean modeling 

output. Substantial conclusions are reached regarding the configuration and rate of ocean circulation. 

The conclusions are not inconsistent with the data, although there are too many gaps at relevant locations 

and depths for them to be any more convincing than many alternatives which are not discussed. Figures 

are relatively clear, and text is a reasonable length. The text is fluent and the authors give adequate credit 

to the previous studies that they utilize and discuss. The two largest issues with the paper in its present 

form are related to its justification and chronology. 

This is a study of four time slices that are widely distributed within the last glacial. They are neither the 

most extreme, nor the most characteristic. Nor do they include important transitions or intervals of 

special climatic interest. It is therefore not clear to the reader why this seemingly arbitrary assortment 

of time slices was chosen. The authors should provide a much better explanation of the rationale for 

their selection. It is possibly related to what may be understandable difficulties with a challenging 

geochemical method, although others, notably Hall, also Negre, McManus, Lippold and Böhm have 

demonstrated that it is possible to produce continuous highly resolved records of the same isotope 

systems for specific intervals. Or it may be related to the quality or continuity of the sediment cores. 

These are acceptable reasons if they are confronted and explained, although it would be most satisfactory 

if some greater level of scientific rationale were presented. This is currently inadequate, beyond the 

mention of an interval that was not included. A section of a paragraph or two that would better explain 

the reasons for the scattered data intervals might seem to the authors to be an acknowledgement of a 

shortcoming, but in the end it would increase the interest and potential impact of the published study. 

 



*** Pa/Th measurements were focused on relevant MIS3 time slices. HS2 and HS4 in particular were 

selected because these intervals are characterized by significantly different ice sheet volumes (Lambeck 

and Chappell, 2001) (see P.2, l.23 of the manuscript). Oceanic circulation around these time periods 

could therefore reasonably be expected to be different. Unfortunately, it is difficult to disentangle the 

sedimentary from the oceanic influences on the Pa/Th signal during HS4 in core MD09-3257, as high 

Pa/Th values are correlated to high 232Th fluxes (Burckel et al., 2015). We therefore focused our study 

on the time intervals during which the Pa/Th signal of core MD09-3257 can be interpreted in terms of 

circulation changes, i.e. HS2 and on the DO climate variability encompassing HS2 and HS4. *** 

 

The issue of chronology may be even more crucial, as the authors draw potentially important conclusions 

about intervals that do not appear to coincide with their data exactly, or in one crucial instance, at all. 

Figure 3 makes this very clear. None of the shaded intervals truly represent interstadials. The red shaded 

intervals all cover some portion of one interstadial or another, but the oldest begins at the peak of GI10 

and extends beyond the peak of the next stadial, the subsequent shading covers solely a portion of the 

transition from GI 8 to the next stadial, without including the interstadial peak at all, and the youngest 

of the three is the only one to cover the entire interstadial GI3, but also includes two times as much 

duration of full stadial conditions. This does not appear to be just a drafting issue, which might be easily 

remedied. The shading is well aligned with the sediment data, which largely do not coincide with the 

ice core evidence.  

 

*** In figure 3, it is clear that every GI (in particular GI10, 8 and 7) is associated with a Pa/Th decrease 

(i.e. increased circulation intensity). The GI8 and GI10 time slices are well defined as periods of stable 

oceanic circulation (see section 2.3). Because GI3 is of shorter duration, it is possible that the GI3 time 

slice does not represent average interstadial conditions, as highlighted page 6, line 10 (see also 

comments from and answers to Roger François, 2nd reviewer). *** 

 

In the case of the fourth time slice, HS2, the blue shading in Figure 3 aligns well with the new data, until 

there is an abrupt data gap above the most extreme values, apparently due to a turbidite layer. But the 

shaded interval is centered on 26 ka, when the published age for HS2 is more than one to two thousand 

years younger (Naafs et al., 2013, Hodell et al., 2008, Hemming, 2004). Because this interval is well 

dated, it seems that the new data are older than HS2, which might instead correspond and even be related 

to the turbidite interval. 

 

*** It is important to distinguish the Heinrich Stadial (defined as the stadial (cold) period during which 

a Heinrich Event (HE) occurs) and the event itself, characterized by the sedimentary IRD layers. The 

Pa/Th increase that we observe and that is concurrent with the increase observed in core ODP1063 

occurs during GS2, the cold period in the Greenland temperature record during which HE2 is observed 

in marine sediment cores. *** 

 

 A related question is how there appear to be data from this same interval, which is presented as a several 

thousand year gap in the supplemental figure S2. 

 

*** Turbiditic layers were identified in core MD09-3256Q between 24.16 and 20.88 ka (gap in Figure 

S2). However, no sedimentary Pa/Th data from this core corresponding to this interval are presented in 

Figure 3 (last Pa/Th data at 24.16 ka). *** 

 

The authors very reasonably identified intervals of stability in the circulation based on their data, to 

make the most informative comparison with the model results. These choices did not lead to direct 

comparisons with the Greenland climate variations, which they accurately describe as important 

intervals for which the past circulation is not fully or well understood At the very least these 

chronological issues should be confronted. If they can be adjusted or adequately explained, it will greatly 

enhance the significance of this study. 

 

*** The fact that oceanic and Greenland signals do not align perfectly could be due to (i)-chronological 

uncertainties (ii)-real leads or lags of one signal compared to the other (iii)-the response time of 



geochemical proxies to changes in oceanic circulation. Note that chronological uncertainties were 

accounted for in calculating the uncertainties associated with the Pa/Th values of each time slice (see 

supplementary material). *** 

 

Specific comments- 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the 13C data should have complications due to carbon cycling as well 

as ocean circulation. These can also be better addressed when interpreting the different time slices, and 

may help to explain differences in the data not due to circulation. 

 

*** We lack data on changes in marine productivity at the studied sites so we cannot investigate what 

fraction of the benthic d13C might reflect these changes. We thus follow the classical assumption that 

d13C reflects changes in bottom water ventilation. We now specify this in section 2.1.1 with the sentence 

“Note that because we lack information on past marine productivity changes, we do not account for their 

potential impact on benthic δ13C in the present study”.*** 

 

The authors describe an important change at the onset of HS2. Aside from the chronological issues, do 

they infer that the observed changes relate only to the HS2 interval, or do they establish the LGM 

condition that is the focus of so many studies? 

If it was only during HS2, was the configuration and strength then different from LGM? 

 

*** The change that we observe at the onset of HS2 in core MD09-3257 specifically relates to the HS2 

interval, as we observe an increased Pa/Th at the beginning of GS2. Based on Pa/Th and d13C data in 

cores MD09-3257 and GeoB3910, the onset of the LGM appears to be characterized by an active 

circulation, however not as active as that of the Holocene. *** 

 

The changes at various depths appear to be under-constrained by the data, in particular because some 

time slices utilize four sites and others more, but never more than six locations, and no two time slices 

utilize the same set of locations. This limits the confidence bounds possible in the interpretations, and 

must allow other consistent alternatives, which should be mentioned and possibly discussed. 

 

*** We agree with reviewer #1’s comment and added the following two sentences at the end of section 

2.4 to clarify our argumentation: “Note that due to the limited number of sedimentary Pa/Th records 

during MIS3, we can only provide an approximate estimate of water mass boundary positions. Our 

equatorial transect is however ideally located to record shifts in the position of the transition between 

southern and northern sourced water masses.” *** 

 

The contrast between the inferred interstadial mode and HS2 mode appears to be related to which 

direction the waters were moving below 2500 meters. Does that mean that the deep Atlantic was 

influenced by southern source waters below 2500 in both scenarios? 

 

*** Based on our results, we infer that the Atlantic was likely influenced by southern sourced waters 

below 2500 m during HS2 but we lack data to determine the precise vertical extent of this southern-

sourced water mass. In contrast, during Greenland Interstadials, the transition between southern- and 

northern-sourced water masses was probably located between 3500 and 2500 m, which would explain 

the low Pa/Th gradient between our equatorial sediment cores. *** 

 

Many schematic and model representations of the deep Atlantic display a boundary between northern 

and southern waters that is inclined as a function of latitude. Do the authors consider that also to be 

possible in their reconstructions? 

 

*** The models representing the deep Atlantic (i.e. streamfunctions, Fig.2, b, d, f), do not display an 

inclined boundary as a function of latitude. However, the simulated sedimentary Pa/Th (Fig.2, a, c, e) 

do show increasing sedimentary Pa/Th with latitude along the flow path of any newly formed water 

mass. We explain this effect page 5 line 11. *** 



 

The presented model shows that boundary to slope deeper to the south in the Holocene, which might 

suggest that northern waters influence more of the volume of the south Atlantic than the north. Perhaps 

this can be explained and clarified for those less familiar with this type of geochemical modeling. 

 

*** We are afraid we do not fully understand this question. To render our argumentation accessible to 

the non-specialized audience, we describe the behavior of dissolved Pa and Th and how this influences 

the output of the model (see section 2.1.2 and 2.2.1). For a more thorough explanation, we refer the 

reader to the chapter book by Francois, 2007 (main principles of Pa/Th as a proxy of oceanic circulation 

intensity) and to the Luo et al., 2010 paper (description of the 2D Pa/Th model). *** 

 

Is the southward flowing mass at intermediate depth GNAIW? Several studies mentioned have inferred 

a vigourous circulation by this water mass, at least at the LGM. The contrasting conclusion of a sluggish 

intermediate circulation here is largely based on 13C from the productive equatorial region. 

Nevertheless, it would be useful to have a more direct discussion in the context of previous 

interpretations. 

 

*** We make sure not to describe the southward flowing water as GNAIW, as it is indeed defined for 

the LGM and our study concerns earlier time periods. Our conclusion concerning the sluggish 

intermediate water mass only relates to HS2. We then see a decrease in Pa/Th (i.e. likely an increase in 

the overturning intensity) at the onset of the LGM. 

 

Also, we made a few minor changes in order to make clear that we were careful not to over-

interpret benthic d13C: 

 

P.5, l.28: the sentence “Moreover, benthic foraminiferal d13C measurements, which reflect the 

DIC of the water mass directly above the sediment interface, allows confirming or infirming 

the geometry information contained in measured Pa/Th values.” was removed. 

 

P.8, l.30: the sentence “the high d13C values of core SU90-03 and MD09-3257 indicate that 

northern sourced waters were present at ~2500 m in the North and equatorial Atlantic” was 

changed to “the high d13C values of core SU90-03 and MD09-3257, and low d13C values of 

core MD02-2594 (< 0.5‰, Negre et al., 2010), indicate that northern sourced waters were 

present at ~2500 m in the North and equatorial Atlantic”. 

 

P.11, l.13: “deep waters likely dominated the deep Atlantic Ocean” was replaced by “deep 

waters likely filled the deep Atlantic Ocean”. We also removed the word “direct” in the sentence 

: ”The direct influence of the southern-sourced water mass likely extended…”. 

 

P.11, l.17: we removed “and their associated return flow” from the sentence “…it is difficult to 

assess the exact position of the southern sourced waters and their associated return flow.” 

 

P.11, l.17: we removed the word “directly” in the sentence “This water mass probably directly 

affected the equatorial Atlantic…”.*** 
 

  



Referee #2 (R. Francois) 
 

Received and published: 6 June 2016 

 

Burckel et al combine new and published sediment Pa/Th and benthic d13C data with 2D 

simulations to assess the strength and geometry of the AMOC during 3 GIs and HS2 They chose 

these time intervals because they represent time periods with different ice sheet volumes.  

Their main conclusions are that AMOC during GIs consisted of a shallow northern overturning 

cell (likely weaker than the modern NADW) in the upper 2500m, above a deeper southern 

overturning cell whose volume flow would have been higher than modern AABW. During HS2, 

as per fig. 3, the circulation geometry stayed the same but was significantly more sluggish. 

To me, the take-home message of this study is that the Atlantic overturning circulation during 

glacial climatic extrema (i.e. Greenland intertadials and Heinrich stadials) had a similar 

geometry, and were differentiated only by the strength of the overturning cells, with stronger 

overturning cells during Greenland interstadials and weaker ones during Heinrich stadials. 

What may be the most surprising here is the apparent stability of AMOC geometry through the 

glacial period. However, I don’t think that circulation contrast between Greenland Interstadials 

and Greenland (non-Heinrich) Stadials has been clearly documented and discussed in the 

present manuscript. 

 

General comments 

As indicated by the authors, the complete interpretation of sediment Pa/Th will require, to the 

extent possible, a synoptic database for each time slice of interest. The present study is a 

valuable contribution towards this end, but I have some questions and comments regarding 

some details of the interpretation of the data. 

Although I recommend "major revisions", I don’t think that the revisions I suggest are "major". 

However, as I am very interested in the topic, I would like to have the opportunity to see the 

replies of the authors. 

 

Comparing sediment Pa/Th and the Greenland temperature record. 

If we accept that abrupt temperature changes in Greenland result from variations in heat 

transport coinciding with changes in the strength/geometry of the AMOC, one would not expect 

that changes in sediment Pa/Th would be concurrent with Greenland temperature changes. This 

is because of the response time of sediment Pa/Th to changes in circulation. For any abrupt 

change in overturning, the concentration of Pa and Th in the water column will adjust with an 

e-folding time equivalent to their residence time in the water column (ca. 100-200 y for Pa). It 

would thus take > 500 y to fully express the change in circulation in sedimentary Pa/Th. This 

may, in part, address the second question of the other reviewer, at least for GI 8 and 10. I suspect 

that GI3 may be too brief to yield a measureable Pa/Th signal. On the other hand, if d13C is 

truly a water mass tracer, then we would expect much less or no lag between the 13C signal 

and Greenland temperature. However, if decreases in d13C are due to accumulation of nutrients 

resulting from a sluggish circulation, we would also expect a lag. Another complication when 

comparing sediment circulation proxies with Greenland temperature is that the latter may also 

be modulated by the location of the site of deep water formation. Particularly striking is the lack 

of a Greenland temperature signal at the transition between GS3 and HS2 (as is the case between 

LGM and HS1). 

 

*** We do not consider d13C as a perfect water mass tracer. The d13C of benthic foraminifera 

C. wuellerstorfi is a proxy of the nutrient content of bottom water masses, that we interpret as 

reflecting bottom water ventilation. For instance, reduced d13C at a site influenced by northern 



sourced waters could result from increased southern sourced water mass influence, or reduced 

deep water formation in the North Atlantic region.  

However, we would like to stress that we are not trying to resolve the timing between changes 

in deep water circulation and Greenland climate. Timing issues do not alter the interpretation 

of our time slices, as they are defined based on stable oceanic conditions during Greenland 

interstadials. *** 

 

 In fact, the present manuscript does not address another key question which is whether there 

are noticeable changes in AMOC between Greenland Stadials and Interstadials (they only 

contrast Greenland Interstadials and Heinrich Stadials). I would argue that Pa/Th distribution 

reported to GI3 is mostly a Greenland Stadial signal (because of the brevity of GI3), suggesting 

no or little changes in AMOC between Greenland Stadials and Interstadials. If this is the case, 

abrupt changes in Greenland temperature could reflect changes in the site of deep water 

formation, or northward transport of cooler/warmer surface water. This question could probably 

be directly addressed with another time slice to the discussion. 

 

*** Because they span different depths on the Brazilian margin, cores MD09-3257 and MD09-

3256Q Pa/Th records are particularly interesting to understand the geometry and strength of the 

AMOC during MIS3. Unfortunately we lack data in core MD09-3256Q during Greenland 

stadials. We therefore decided not to define stadial time slices. However, as we point out page 

6, line 10, we agree that GI3 time slice might not reflect interstadial conditions. We have 

therefore added the following short paragraph (inserted P.9, l.20) to explain that this time slice 

may reflect stadial conditions and discuss the implications: “Based on our definition of 

Interstadial time slices, we assume that the GI3 time slice reflects interstadial conditions. 

However, because GI3 seen in Greenland ice cores is of relatively short duration, the Pa/Th 

signal of the studied sediment cores might not reflect full interstadial circulation conditions. 

Nonetheless, we consider it unlikely that the Pa/Th of GI3 reflects stadial conditions. Indeed, 

core MD09-3257 sedimentary Pa/Th values observed during GI3 are similar to those recorded 

during the GI8 and GI10 time slices that correspond to strict interstadials (Fig. 3).”. *** 

 

Additional comments 

Abstract; Line 21: “At the onset of HS2, the structure of the AMOC significantly changes” 

“Structure” is too vague a term. I think it is worth highlighting here that the present data set is 

interpreted to indicate that the geometry of the overturning circulation did not change (as per 

Fig. 7) but circulation was much weaker. 

 

*** While this is indeed a possibility, we do not conclude that the geometry of the AMOC did 

not change between Heinrich Stadial 2 and Greenland Interstadials. We cannot say if the 

southern sourced water mass influence extended above 2500 m during HS2 (page 11, line 13). 

We removed the term structure and wrote “during Heinrich Stadial 2, the deep Atlantic was 

probably directly affected by a southern-sourced water mass”. *** 

 

P2; line 4-5: “.. suggesting that other mechanisms could be required to explain Greenland 

temperature millennial scale variability” The accepted mechanism is heat transport by the 

AMOC. The presence of a shallow circulation cell during HS is not inconsistent with this 

mechanism and does not require an alternative explanation. 

 

*** We agree with your point and therefore chose to use the terms “could be required”. In order 

to clarify the text, we modified the sentence as follows “… suggesting that Greenland 



temperature millennial scale variability might be related to more complex changes in Atlantic 

circulation than simply switching between “on” and “off” circulation modes.” *** 

 

P2; line 14 – 15: I would suggest: However, interpretation of sediment Pa/Th from a single core 

can be ambiguous because similar values can result from different geometry and overturning 

strength (Luo et al., 2010). Reconstructing past circulation thus requires combining Pa/Th 

records from multiple sites over a wide range of latitudes and depths (refs). 

 

*** Your suggestion makes the issue of interpreting a single core clearer by pointing the 

possibility of having multiple circulation intensities for a single sedimentary Pa/Th value. We 

modified the sentence following your suggestion. *** 

 

P2; line 22: I would suggest: The streamfunction under Heinrich Stadial conditions* were 

simulated with the Earth System model Iloveclim (ref) while the Holocene streamfunction 

was derived from geostrophic velocity estimates (ref) *later on, this is becoming confusing, 

since the HS simulation does not fit the HS data.. 

 

*** We changed the sentence to: 

“One streamfunction is derived from present day geostrophic velocity estimates (Talley et al., 

2003) and two others were simulated with the Earth System model iLOVECLIM under different 

climatic conditions (Roche et al., 2014).” 

As described below, we agree with your comment on the confusing nature of the terminology 

used and changed “HS1 streamfunction” into “Shallow overturning streamfunction”. *** 

 

P3; line 6 – 8: This should be moved to section 2.1.2. 

 

*** Although we understand the potential issue of mentioning Pa/Th in the “Sediment cores” 

section, we prefer to group all cores at the beginning of the paper for the sake of clarity. *** 

 

 I note that the South Atlantic record of Jonkers et al is not mentioned. Is it because this core 

sedimentation rate is to low? It would still be worth checking if their glacial values are 

consistent with the AMOC scenarios presented here. 

 

*** Unfortunately, none of Jonkers et al.’s Pa/Th data are within our time slices. However, the 

low sedimentary Pa/Th values that they describe fit very well with our assumptions of 

intensified deep water formation in the South Atlantic (it would help to systematically exclude 

the Holocene streamfunction). *** 

  

P3; line 34: “Pa/Th records renewal rates of water masses ca. 1000m above the seafloor” While 

it is correct that sediment Pa/Th records Pa and Th scavenging mostly coming from the water 

ca. 1000m above the seafloor, it does not record renewal rates of this water mass. The 

scavenging of Pa and Th from this water mass is in part controlled by its Pa and Th 

concentration, which is influenced by the overall geometry and strength of the AMOC. That is 

why, as indicated by the authors, interpretation of sediment Pa/Th requires a synoptic database 

for each time slice of interest. 

 

*** We agree that the sentence: “Pa/Th is a relatively recent tracer that records the renewal rate 

of water masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor (Thomas et al., 2006)” could 

be misleading and we replaced it by “Pa/Th is a relatively recent tracer that can be used to 



estimate the renewal rate of water masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor 

(Thomas et al., 2006, Luo et al., 2010)”. *** 

 

P3; line 40 I suggest “High (low) rate of overturning” rather than “High (low) flow rates..”If 

circulation was only horizontal and scavenging intensity uniform in the ocean, sediment Pa/Th 

would not be dependent on flow rate 

 

*** We agree that overturning is indeed required for sedimentary Pa/Th. We changed the 

sentence following your suggestion. *** 

 

P5; line 13: I would suggest: ..Pa/Th increases along the flow path of any newly-formed deep 

water masses*, as initially low dissolved Pa concentrations increase: : : *it is not true that Pa/Th 

increase along the flow path of any water mass. 

 

*** We agree and changed the sentence following your suggestion. *** 

 

P5; line 18-19: While there is no explicit parameterization of diffusive transport in the 2D 

model, it is present in the model and it is controlled by horizontal velocities and horizontal grid 

spacing. In the model used by Luo et al., the inherent mixing is about 800ms�2, which is in the 

upper range of the along-isopycnal tracer diffusivities. Therefore, it is not the lack of diffusive 

transport that prevents the model from simulating boundary scavenging. Instead, it is simply 

because it is a 2D model and there are no margins. Including boundary scavenging at ocean 

margins would require a 3D model (or an open 2D model). 

 

*** Thank you very much for your input concerning the 2D Pa/Th model. We changed the 

paragraph into the following: : “The absence of margins in the simple 2D Pa/Th model (Luo et 

al., 2010) prevents it from simulating boundary scavenging, which is the transfer of dissolved 

protactinium from open ocean regions of high Pa concentrations to coastal regions of low Pa 

concentration such as in upwelling zones (Christl et al., 2010). However, as described in the 

results section, we verified that our Pa/Th signal is mainly driven by oceanic circulation changes 

and the importance of diffusive transport is therefore likely negligible here. This simple 2D 

Pa/Th model therefore appears adequate for comparison with our Pa/Th data.” *** 

 

P5; line 21 – 22: Boundary scavenging is weak in the Holocene Atlantic because of the short 

residence time of deep water in this basin (which results from a high overturning rate). This 

may not be the case for Heinrich Stadials and the expression of boundary scavenging at the 

margins during these events would depend on their duration. If the ocean stays in its Heinrich 

Stadial mode long enough (500 – 1000 years?) to start expressing boundary scavenging, the 2 

D model will overestimate the Pa/Th in cores located in low productivity central basin regions 

and underestimate the Pa/Th in cores located at the margin. This needs to be kept in mind when 

interpreting the data 

 

*** See below for answers concerning these concerns. *** 

 

P5; line 35: As discussed above, if their duration is long enough, boundary scavenging should 

be expressed during Heinrich Stadials (if they are characterized by a very sluggish AMOC). If 

it is expressed during H4 but not during H2, this is an observation that needs discussion (was 

AMOC more sluggish during HS4? Was HS2 a briefer event? These questions should at least 

be raised). On the other hand, based on Fig. 3, it seems that boundary scavenging was also 

expressed during HS2 (as we would expect..) 



 

*** Yes, we indeed have boundary scavenging during HS2, e.g. indicated by sedimentary Pa/Th 

ratios above the Pa/Th production ratio. However, we showed in a previous study that changes 

in sedimentary Pa/Th are mainly driven by oceanic circulation changes in core MD09-3257 

(Burckel et al., 2015). On the contrary, HS4 Pa/Th values in core MD09-3257 appear to be 

mostly driven by vertical terrigenous fluxes (Burckel et al., 2015). We therefore chose to 

exclude these values (open squares in Fig. 3) and HS4 when discussing oceanic circulation. *** 

 

Fig. 1: I suggest adding a panel showing long/lat of the cores to make it easier to visualize how 

boundary scavenging could affect Pa/Th in each core 

 

*** We agree with your comment, but table S1 already lists the cores’ positions and depths, 

along with the age models used. We therefore prefer to add a second panel to Figure 1 to show 

the position of all cores in the Atlantic Ocean. *** 

 

Fig. 3 caption: I don’t understand “average Pa/Th for each core is represented by the lines” 

 

*** We mean “Replicates averaged Pa/Th signal”. We modified the sentence: “In (a) the 

average Pa/Th for each core is represented by the lines and individual measurements by 

diamonds or squares (MD09-3257).” into “In (a) lines pass through average Pa/Th values in 

case of replicates, while diamonds and squares (MD09-3257) correspond to individual Pa/Th 

measurements”. *** 

 

P6; line 21: I would remove “indicating the absence of Pa export” Instead, Pa/Th > 0.093 

indicates the influence of boundary scavenging in this margin core. We wouldthen expect that 

the 2D model underestimate the measured Pa/Th. Likewise, we would expect that Pa/Th 

measured in open ocean cores during that time would be lower than those generated by the 

model. 

 

*** We would like to keep this sentence, as high Pa/Th signal at that time is reflecting reduced 

overturning rates. If we were to write “indicating boundary scavenging”, we fear that the reader 

might think that sedimentary processes are overprinting the oceanic circulation information. 

Moreover, because reduced Atlantic basin width at the latitude of our Brazilian sites could result 

in an overestimation of simulated sedimentary Pa/Th (Lippold et al., 2011, see p.9, l.33 of the 

manuscript), the underestimation of sedimentary Pa/Th due to the absence of boundary 

scavenging in the 2D model might be partially or totally compensated on the North Brazilian 

margin. *** 

 

P6; line 22: “Pa/Th variability associated with GS and GI is observed” Pa/Th for GI 10, 8 and 

HS2 (and 4; I am not sure why HS4 is not considered in the discussion; boundary scavenging 

is also apparent during HS2) are well documented. If the authors want to discuss AMOC 

variability between GS and GI, however, they need to add and discuss another time slice 

corresponding to a GS (same remark for p7; line 19) 

 

*** Although there seems to be a difference between GI and GS oceanic circulation based on 

core MD09-3257 Pa/Th record we do not want to discuss variability between GS and GI 

because we lack a more comprehensive picture of the circulation during GS due to the absence 

of Pa/Th data in core MD09-3256Q during these periods. *** 

 



Section 4.2.1 GI data fit well with the HS1 simulation (particularly is the latitude of deep water 

formation is adjusted). On the other hand, HS2 data do not fit well with HS1 simulation. This 

is confusing. If we accept the interpretation of the HS2 data, that would mean that the so-called 

HS1 simulation does not simulate circulation during Heinrich Stadials. Shouldn’t then this 

simulation be called something else? (e.g. shallow, moderate overturning circulation scheme or 

such). What is the basis for taking the “HS1” streamfunction as representative of Heinrich 

Stadial circulation? 

 

*** The names of the streamfunctions originate from the paper of Roche et al., 2014. The HS1 

streamfunction is generated with a 0.16 Sv freshwater forcing in the Labrador Sea and allows 

for the presence of a shallow overturning cell, while a 0.35 Sv forcing results in the absence of 

deep-water formation in the high latitude North Atlantic (off-mode). 

However, we agree that calling one of the streamfunctions HS1 is confusing, especially when 

compared to the HS2 time slice. We therefore renamed this streamfunction “Shallow 

overturning streamfunction” in the entire manuscript. *** 

 

P11; line 33: “Our data shows that the geometry of the AMOC changed at the onset of HS2” 

As illustrated on Fig. 7, the geometry did not change, only the rate of volume transport changed. 

 

*** You are right, we modified ”changed” into “likely changed”. Based on our data we cannot 

determine the exact vertical extent of the southern sourced water mass on the Brazilian margin. 

We also modified Fig. 7 in order to picture the uncertainty on the vertical extent of the southern 

sourced water mass in the HS2 time slice. *** 

 

S2 (Pa/Th uncertainties) I don’t understand the meaning of “Hence, Pa/Th values associated 

with each time slice on core MD.. is invariant, despite dating uncertainties” 

 

*** Because time slices are defined based on MD09-3257 Pa/Th signal, age uncertainties do 

not affect Pa/Th uncertainties associated with each time slice in this core. For all other cores, 

age uncertainties affect the Pa/Th uncertainties associated with each time slice. This has been 

clarified in the text. The new sentence reads: “Hence, Pa/Th values associated with the different 

time slices in core MD09-3257 are independent from the age model. For all other cores, dating 

uncertainties account for Pa/Th uncertainties associated with each time slice.” *** 
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Abstract. We reconstruct the geometry and strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation during Heinrich 

Stadial 2 and three Greenland interstadials of the 20-50 ka period based on the comparison of new and published sedimentary 15 

231Pa/230Th data with simulated sedimentary 231Pa/230Th. We show that the deep Atlantic circulation during these interstadials 

was very different from that of the Holocene. Northern-sourced waters likely circulated above 2500 m depth, with a flow rate 

lower than that of the present day North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). Southern-sourced deep waters most probably flowed 

northwards below 4000 m depth into the North Atlantic basin, and then southwards as a return flow between 2500 and 4000 

m depth. The flow rate of this southern-sourced deep water was likely larger than that of the modern Antarctic Bottom Water 20 

(AABW). Our results further show that duringAt the onset of Heinrich Stadial 2, the structure of the AMOC significantly 

changed. The deep Atlantic was probably directly affected by a southern southern-sourced water mass below 2500 m depth, 

while a slow southward flowing water mass originating from the North Atlantic likely influenced depths between 1500 and 

2500 m down to the equator. 

1 Introduction 25 

Greenland ice core records show that the last glacial climate repeatedly shifted between cold (stadial) and warm (interstadial) 

conditions (Johnsen et al., 1992). Greenland Stadials (GS) and Greenland Interstadials (GI) are the Greenland expressions of 

the characteristic millennial-scale Dansgaard-Oeschger events that represent cold and warm phases of the North Atlantic 

region, respectively (Rasmussen et al., 2014). GS typically lasted for several centuries, and were followed by a rapid warming 

of up to 15°C achieved in at most a couple of centuries (Kindler et al., 2014). The subsequent GI then lasted for several 30 

centuries to millennia, with Greenland temperatures slowly decreasing and leading to the onset of a new GS. During some of 

the GS, icebergs were released from high latitude northern hemisphere ice sheets into the North Atlantic Ocean, and their 

melting led to the deposition of ice rafted detritus on the seafloor, as observed in marine sediment cores (Heinrich, 1988). We 

refer to these periods as Heinrich Stadials (HS). 

Changes in Atlantic Ocean circulation have long been suggested to impact Greenland temperatures (Broecker et al., 1985) and 35 

could be at the origin of the glacial millennial-scale variability. Indeed, there is much evidence for decreased North Atlantic 

deep-water formation and increased influence of southern-sourced deep waters in the Atlantic during Heinrich Stadials (Elliot 
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et al., 2002; McManus et al., 2004; Skinner et al., 2003; Vidal et al., 1997). Moreover, climate models are able to reproduce 

the bipolar seesaw pattern characterizing millennial-scale glacial variability through variations of the strength of the Atlantic 

Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) in response to freshwater forcings (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001). However, 

recent studies show that a shallow circulation cell could have been still active during HS (Bradtmiller et al., 2014; Gherardi et 

al., 2009; Lippold et al., 2016; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2014; Roche et al., 2014; Wary et al., 2015), suggesting that Greenland 5 

temperature millennial scale variability might be related to more complex changes in Atlantic circulation than simply switching 

between “on” and “off” circulation modesother mechanisms could be required to explain Greenland temperature millennial-

scale variability. A better understanding of the vertical layout and flow rate of the water masses constituting the AMOC during 

the last glacial is therefore needed to assess the relationship between AMOC and glacial millennial-scale variability. 

Sedimentary (231Pa/230Th)xs,0 (activity ratio of 231Pa and 230Th unsupported by lithogenic and authigenic uranium and corrected 10 

from decay to the time of sediment deposition, Pa/Th hereafter) records were first used to assess the AMOC intensity during 

the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Yu et al., 1996). Since then, Pa/Th records have been used in the Atlantic to infer changes 

in the intensity of the deep ocean circulation during HS (Böhm et al., 2015; Bradtmiller et al., 2014; Burckel et al., 2015; 

Gherardi et al., 2005, 2009; Henry et al., 2016; McManus et al., 2004; Lippold et al., 2016). The comparison of simulated 

sedimentary Pa/Th values with core top Pa/Th data has shown that sedimentary Pa/Th reflects circulation intensity in the 15 

modern Atlantic Ocean (Lippold et al., 2011).  

However, interpretations of sediment Pa/Th from a single core can be ambiguous because similar values can result from 

different geometry and overturning strength (Luo et al., 2010). Reconstructing past circulation thus requires combining Pa/Th 

records from multiple sites over a wide range of latitudes and depthsHowever, interpretation of sedimentary Pa/Th from a 

single sediment core might be complicated by the non-linear response of Pa/Th to circulation intensity changes (Luo et al., 20 

2010; Thomas et al., 2006). Reconstructing present and past strengths of the AMOC is therefore best achieved by combining 

Pa/Th records from different water depths and latitudes (Gherardi et al., 2009; Lippold et al., 2011, 2012, 2016). 

In this study, we present new sedimentary Pa/Th data from a deep sediment core recovered from the Brazilian margin, and 

from an intermediate depth core from the mid-latitude North Atlantic. We then compare last glacial Pa/Th records from 

different water depths and latitudes with Pa/Th values simulated using a simple 2D box model (Luo et al., 2010) forced by 25 

various streamfunctions. One streamfunction is derived from present day geostrophic velocity estimates (Talley et al., 2003) 

and two others were simulated with the Earth System model iLOVECLIM under different climatic conditions (Roche et al., 

2014).The streamfunctions were simulated with the Earth System model iLOVECLIM under different climatic conditions 

(Roche et al., 2014). Results of this comparison allow us to constrain the geometry and strength of the AMOC during GI-3, -

8, -10 (Rasmussen et al., 2014) and HS2. We chose to focus our study on HS2 and the interstadials surrounding HS2 and HS4 30 

as these periods are associated with very different ice-sheet volumes (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001).  

2 Material and methods 

2.1 Sediment cores 

Sediment cores MD09-3257 (04°14.69’S, 36°21.18’W, 2344 m water depth) and MD09-3256Q (03°32.81’S, 35°23.11’W, 

3537 m water depth) were recovered from the Brazilian margin during R/V Marion Dufresne cruise MD173/RETRO3 (Fig. 35 

1). Improved recovery of deep-sea sediments with no or little deformation of sediment layers was achieved during this coring 

cruise thanks to the systematic use of the CINEMA software (Bourillet et al., 2007; Woerther and Bourillet, 2005). This 

software computes the amplitude and duration of the elastic recoil of the aramid cable, and the piston displacement throughout 

the coring phase, accounting for the length of the cable (water depth) and total weight of the coring system. The length of the 
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coring cable is indeed of primary importance regarding the deformation rate of the ‘Calypso’ long piston cores (Bourillet et 

al., 2007; Skinner and McCave, 2003). 

Core GeoB3910 (04°14.7’S, 36°20.7’W, 2362 m water depth) (Jaeschke et al., 2007) was recovered from approximately the 

same position and depth as core MD09-3257, during Meteor cruise M34/4. Hereafter we refer to both GeoB3910 and MD09-

3257 as intermediate equatorial cores and to MD09-3256Q as the deep equatorial core. At present, the Brazilian margin at 5 

these depths is bathed by the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) (Fig. 1). Because the Brazilian margin is affected by western 

boundary currents (Rhein et al., 1995), these sediment cores are ideally located to observe changes in the strength and extent 

of the intermediate and deep AMOC water masses (Schott, 2003).  

Sediment core SU90-03 (40°30.3’N, 32°3.198’W, 2475 m) was recovered from the northern margin of the subtropical gyre 

(Chapman et al., 2000). Its location in the mid-latitude North Atlantic provides information on changes in NADW production 10 

rates that could not be deduced from the sole equatorial depth transect.  

We compare these Pa/Th records with published records from other Atlantic cores that span the 20-50 ka period: ODP Leg 

172 site 1063 (33°41’N, 57°37’W, 4584 m, ODP1063 hereafter) (Böhm et al., 2015), MD02-2594 (34°43’S, 17°20’E, 2440 

m) (Negre et al., 2010) and V29-172 (33°42’N, 29°22.98’W, 3457 m) (Bradtmiller et al., 2014) (Fig. 1, Table S1). 

2.1.1 Benthic δ13C 15 

The stable carbon isotopic composition (δ13C) of the epifaunal benthic foraminifer Cibicides wuellerstorfi has been shown to 

record the δ13C of bottom-water dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) with minor isotopic fractionation (Duplessy et al., 1984; 

Zahn et al., 1986). Initial DIC isotopic concentration is acquired by a water mass in its formation region by surface productivity 

(which consumes 12C therefore increasing dissolved δ13C) and temperature dependent air-sea interactions (Lynch-Stieglitz et 

al., 1995; Rohling and Cooke, 2003). DIC δ13C then evolves as deep water ages, because the constant export of 12C-enriched 20 

biogenic material that is remineralized at depth leads to the decrease of the DIC δ13C along the flow path of the water mass. 

As DIC 13C largely follows water mass structure and circulation in the modern ocean, C. wuellerstorfi 13C has been used to 

trace water masses, with a decrease in C. wuellerstorfi 13C being interpreted as a decrease in bottom water ventilation, and 

conversely (e.g. Duplessy et al., 1988). However, the information on bottom water ventilation embedded in C. wuellerstorfi 

13C is complicated by the impact of changes in surface water 13C, marine biological productivity and continental biomass 25 

changes.  

Because LGM δ13C values are higher in northern northern-sourced waters (1.5 ‰) than in southern southern-sourced waters 

(<-0.2 ‰)(Curry and Oppo, 2005), we interpret a decrease in C. wuellerstorfi δ13C values at the equatorial sites as an increase 

in the time elapsed since the water mass was last in contact with the atmosphere or as an increased influence of nutrient-rich 

southern southern-sourced deep waters. Note that because we lack information on past marine productivity changes, we do 30 

not account for their potential impact on benthic δ13C in the present study. 

Core MD09-3256Q benthic foraminifer C. wuellerstorfi were handpicked in the size fraction higher than 250µm, washed with 

methanol in an ultrasonic bath, and then roasted in glass vials at 380°C under vacuum for 45 min. C. wuellerstorfi δ13C 

(expressed in ‰ VPDB) was measured at LSCE (Gif-sur-Yvette) using an Elementar Isoprime mass spectrometer. VPDB is 

defined with respect to NBS-19 calcite standard (18O = -2.20 ‰ and 13C = +1.95 ‰) (Coplen, 1988). The mean external 35 

reproducibility (1) of carbonate standards is ± 0.05 ‰ for 18O and ± 0.03 ‰ for 13C. Measured NBS-18 18O is -23.2 ± 0.2 

‰ VPDB and 13C is -5.0 ± 0.1 ‰ VPDB. δ13C measurements were done at the highest possible resolution, depending on the 

availability of C. wuellerstorfi (usually every 1 to 2 cm). 
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2.1.2 Sedimentary Pa/Th 

In contrast to C. wuellerstorfi 13C, which reflects the nutrient content of bottom waters, sedimentary Pa/Th is a relatively 

recent tracer that can be used to estimate the renewal rate of water masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor 

(Thomas et al., 2006, Luo et al., 2010)sedimentary Pa/Th is a relatively recent tracer that records the renewal rate of water 

masses occupying the first ~1000 m above the seafloor (Thomas et al., 2006). This tracer has been successfully used to 5 

reconstruct past changes in deep Atlantic circulation intensity (Böhm et al., 2015; Gherardi et al., 2005, 2009; Guihou et al., 

2010, 2011; Hall et al., 2006; Henry et al., 2016; Jonkers et al., 2015, Lippold et al., 2011, 2012; 2016, McManus et al., 2004, 

Negre et al., 2012; Yu et al., 1996). 

231Pa and 230Th are produced at a constant Pa/Th activity ratio of 0.093 by dissolved uranium, which is homogeneously 

distributed in the oceans. 230Th is however much more particle reactive than 231Pa, as reflected by their respective residence 10 

time in the ocean (30-40 y for 230Th, 200 y for 231Pa, Francois, 2007). 230Th is therefore rapidly removed from the water column 

to the underlying sediment, while 231Pa can be advected by oceanic currents. High (low) flow rates of overturning therefore 

result in high (low) 231Pa export and hence low (high) sedimentary Pa/Th ratio in the Atlantic. However, affinities of 231Pa and 

230Th for settling particles depend on the particle type (Chase et al., 2002). For instance, 231Pa has a high affinity for opal, so 

that high opal fluxes can result in high sedimentary Pa/Th values even in the presence of lateral advection (Chase et al., 2002). 15 

The origin of sedimentary Pa/Th variability therefore needs to be carefully assessed. 

Pa/Th measurements on core MD09-3256Q were performed by isotopic dilution mass spectrometry on a Thermo Finnigan 

MC-ICP-MS Neptune, following the method of Guihou et al., 2010. 

 Core SU90-03 sedimentary Pa/Th was measured by isotopic dilution on a single collector, sector field ICP-MS (Element2) at 

the University of British Columbia, following the procedure described by Choi et al., 2001.  20 

For both cores, Pa and Th are corrected from radioactive decay since the time of sediment deposition and from authigenic and 

lithogenic components using a 238U/232Th ratio of 0.5±0.1 (Fig. S1) (Guihou et al., 2010).   

2.1.3 Age model 

Over the period 0-34 ka, core MD09-3256Q age model is based on 11 14C dates measured on planktic foraminifer G. ruber 

white and converted to calendar age using the Marine13 curve with no additional reservoir age correction (Reimer et al., 2013) 25 

(Fig. S2). During the last glacial, Heinrich Stadials were recorded in marine sediment cores from the Brazilian margin as Ti/Ca 

peaks resulting from increased terrigenous input during periods of increased precipitation associated with southward shifts in 

the position of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Jaeschke et al., 2007). Ti/Ca peaks are therefore good 

stratigraphic markers for correlating sediment cores with neighbouring well-dated cores. Therefore, from 34 ka to 50 ka, core 

MD09-3256Q was dated by correlation of its Ti/Ca record with that of core GeoB3910 using two tie points corresponding to 30 

the Ti/Ca peaks associated with HS4 and -5. The GeoB3910 age model over the 34 to 50 ka period is based on one 14C date 

calibrated using the Marine13 curve and on four speleothem tie points at the onset and end of HS4 and 5 (Burckel et al., 2015). 

Core MD09-3256Q age model and sedimentation rates are given in Table S2 and Fig. S3. The age model of core SU90-03 is 

based on 17 14C dates measured on various species of planktic foraminifera (Chapman et al., 2000) that were converted to 

calendar ages using Marine13 calibration curve with no additional reservoir age correction.  35 

14C dates of all the published Atlantic cores used in this study were converted into calendar ages using the same method (Table 

S1). 
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2.2 Circulation and Pa/Th model 

2.2.1 Description of the models 

In order to assess the vertical layout and renewal rate of the water masses constituting the AMOC during the last glacial period, 

the sedimentary Pa/Th data of the studied sediment cores were compared to Pa/Th values simulated with a simple 2D box 

model (Luo et al., 2010) forced by different streamfunctions (Fig. 2b, d, f). Streamfunctions were generated using the 5 

iLOVECLIM coupled climate model, comprising atmosphere, ocean and vegetation components (Roche et al., 2014). A LGM 

equilibrium state computed using the PMIP-2 protocol was used as background climate (see Roche et al., 2007) for details). 

Streamfunctions used to mimiccharacterized by a shallow (<2500 m) northern sourced overturning cell (shallow overturning 

streamfunction) HS1 and by a complete shutdown of the AMOC (off-mode streamfunction) were generated by imposing a 

0.16 and 0.35 Sv freshwater forcing in the Labrador Sea, respectively (Roche et al., 2010, 2014). The freshwater input is added 10 

during 300 years on the LGM background state. The streamfunctions are taken as the mean over the 100-year period of lowest 

deep-water formation in the North Atlantic, during or right after the period of freshwater forcing. A freshwater input of 0.16 

Sv allows the presence of a shallow circulation cell in the Atlantic Ocean, while a freshwater forcing of 0.35 Sv leads to an 

almost complete shutdown of the AMOC (Roche et al., 2014). Note that the freshwater input values needed to modify the 

AMOC are strongly model dependent and the important information carried by the model in the present context is the state of 15 

the AMOC rather than the freshwater input value. Contrary to HS1 shallow overturning and off-mode streamfunctions, the 

Holocene streamfunction was computed using data based geostrophic velocity estimates (Talley et al., 2003).  

Dissolved Pa and Th concentrations in the 2D box model are controlled by (1) production from U decay in the water column, 

(2) adsorption and desorption on settling particles and (3) advection by oceanic circulation. Particulate Pa and Th 

concentrations are controlled by (1) adsorption and desorption from the dissolved pool and (2) removal of sedimentary particles 20 

to the seafloor (Luo et al., 2010). 

Modelled sedimentary meridional Pa/Th meridional sections generated with the different streamfunctions are shown in Fig. 

2a, c, e. Different water mass configurations circulation intensities and geometries result in different simulated sedimentary 

Pa/Th (Luo et al., 2010). In the deep Atlantic, increasing circulation intensity above a specific location causes Pa/Th to decrease 

at that water depth because of the increased Pa export and conversely. Increasing water depth without modifying circulation 25 

intensity also causes sedimentary Pa/Th ratio to decrease in the model because of the increased residence time of Pa and 

resulting higher Pa export, and conversely. Finally, the sedimentary Pa/Th ratio increases along the flow path of any newly-

formed water mass as  low dissolved Pa concentrations of newly formed water masses increase by desorption of Pa from Pa-

concentrated settling particles equilibrating with ambient waters (Francois, 2007). Adsorption and desorption rate constants 

also impact the simulated Pa/Th ratio. These constants were adjusted to reflect the opal belt in the southern ocean (Luo et al., 30 

2010). For the Holocene, these constants were also changed to reflect preferential scavenging of Pa by biogenic opal in the 

northern North Atlantic (Lippold et al., 2012). 

2.2.2 Limits of the models 

The absence of margins in the simple 2D Pa/Th model (Luo et al., 2010) prevents it from simulating boundary scavenging, 

which is the lateral advection of dissolved Pa from open ocean regions characterized by high Pa concentrations to coastal 35 

regions of low Pa concentration such as in upwelling zones (Christl et al., 2010). However, as described in the results section 

below, we verified that our Pa/Th signal is mainly driven by oceanic circulation changes and the importance of diffusive 

transport is therefore likely negligible here. This simple 2D Pa/Th model therefore appears adequate for comparison with our 

Pa/Th data. The Pa/Th model is a 2D model without parameterization of diffusive transport (Luo et al., 2010). This prevents 

the model from simulating boundary scavenging, which is the transfer of dissolved protactinium from open ocean regions of 40 
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high Pa concentrations to coastal regions of low Pa concentration such as in upwelling zones (Christl et al., 2010). However, 

as described in the results section, we verified that our Pa/Th signal is mainly driven by oceanic circulation changes and the 

importance of diffusive transport is therefore likely negligible here. This simple 2D Pa/Th model therefore appears adequate 

for comparison with our Pa/Th data. 

The vertical resolution of the iLOVECLIM model is depth dependent, with higher resolution (10 to 100 m) in the upper water 5 

column than below 1000 m (500 to 700 m). Hence, the uncertainty in the position of the water mass transitions in the 

streamfunctions below 1000 m is of 500 to 700 m. However, because sedimentary Pa/Th likely reflects the protactinium Pa 

export in the bottom 1000 m of the water column (Thomas et al., 2006), the model vertical resolution is sufficient to properly 

simulate sedimentary Pa/Th values. Moreover, benthic foraminiferal δ13C measurements, which reflect the DIC of the water 

mass directly above the sediment interface, allows confirming or infirming the geometry information contained in measured 10 

Pa/Th values. Hence, the relatively low vertical resolution of the iLOVECLIM model in the deep-ocean does not affect our 

conclusions. 

2.3 Time slice definition 

We define three interstadial and one Heinrich Stadial time slices (Fig. 3) to compare Pa/Th data measured in Atlantic cores to 

Pa/Th values simulated with the different streamfunctions. We focus on HS2, the preceding GI and the GIs bracketing HS4. 15 

We did not include HS4 in our study because core MD09-3257 HS4 Pa/Th data are affected by boundary scavenging (see Sect. 

3.1, Burckel et al., 2015) and we therefore lack information in from an important location of the Atlantic Ocean. 

GI-3, GI-8 and GI-10 time slices are defined as the periods of stable sedimentary Pa/Th values in core MD09-3257 associated 

with the NGRIP GI time intervals (Fig. 3). More specifically, we used as a reference MD09-3257 Pa/Th values bracketing the 

middle of NGRIP GI time intervals in the GICC05 age scale (Rasmussen et al., 2014). Contiguous Pa/Th values within 1 sigma 20 

uncertainty of the Pa/Th reference value form a plateau of stable Pa/Th values that was used to define the GI time slices. With 

this definition, GI time slices represent the periods of stable oceanic circulation associated with each GI. The HS2 time slice 

was defined in core MD09-3257 as the period of maximum sedimentary Pa/Th after the abrupt rise associated with the onset 

of HS2. 

Sedimentary Pa/Th values associated with each time slice and core are given in Table S3. We computed uncertainties on the 25 

Pa/Th values associated with each time slice accounting for the uncertainty on individual Pa/Th measurements and 

uncertainties on the age model (see Supplementary Information). 

Both GI-8 and -10 time slices are associated with high temperatures recorded in Greenland ice cores. The GI-3 time slice 

includes both the period of high Greenland temperatures associated with GI-3, and periods of low temperatures associated 

with GS-4 and the beginning of GS-3. Given the low Pa/Th and high δ13C values in the intermediate equatorial core at that 30 

time, we consider that the GI-3 time slice mainly reflects interstadial conditions. However, because temporal resolution of the 

marine records is too low to clearly distinguish between GI-3 and GS-4, information about the state of the AMOC during GIs 

derived from this time slice should be considered with caution. 

2.4 Quantification of the model-data agreement 

In order to quantify the agreement between simulated and measured sedimentary Pa/Th, we compute the Euclidean distance, 35 

defined as the square root of the sum of squared differences between simulated and measured Pa/Th for each core. Minimum 

values indicate the best agreement between simulated and measured Pa/Th (Tables S4 and S5). Note that due to the limited 

number of sedimentary Pa/Th records during MIS3, we can only provide an approximate estimate of water mass boundary 

positions. Our equatorial transect is however ideally located to record shifts in the position of the transition between southern 

and northern sourced water masses.  40 
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3 Results 

3.1 Sedimentary Pa/Th data 

Cores MD09-3257, MD09-3256Q and SU90-03 Pa/Th measurements were centred on HS2 and HS4 (Fig. 3). No Pa/Th values 

were measured within HS2 in core MD09-3257 because of the presence of turbidite layers (Burckel et al., 2015). During HS4 

and before HS2, the sedimentary Pa/Th ratio of core MD09-3257 rises above the production ratio of 0.093, indicating the 5 

absence of Pa export. Pa/Th variability associated with GS and GI is observed, with high Pa/Th values occurring during GS 

and low Pa/Th values during GI. Pa/Th variations in core MD09-3256Q are more muted (Fig. 3). The main Pa/Th variation in 

core MD09-3256Q occurs during HS4, when Pa/Th values rise from ~0.06 to ~0.08. This increase in MD09-3256Q Pa/Th also 

corresponds, within dating uncertainties, with the largest Pa/Th change from ~0.03 to ~0.05 in core SU90-03. 

Before interpreting our Pa/Th records in terms of ocean circulation changes, we need to assess whether varying lithogenic or 10 

opal fluxes impacted the scavenging intensities of Pa and Th. To do so, we use the preserved opal and 232Th fluxes as tracers 

for past opal and terrigenous fluxes respectively (Anderson et al., 2006; Lippold et al., 2012). Core MD09-3257 Pa/Th data 

are mainly influenced by oceanic circulation, except during the high lithogenic flux period associated with HS4 (232Th flux > 

12 dpm.cm-2.ky-1, Fig. 3a, white squares) (Burckel et al., 2015). In core MD09-3256Q, opal fluxes do not covary with the 

Pa/Th ratio and are very low (0.01-0.02 g.cm-2.kyr-1, Table S6) (Fig. S4a). In the Atlantic, the lowest opal flux value observed 15 

to influence the sedimentary Pa/Th ratio is 0.2 g.cm-2.kyr-1 (Lippold et al., 2012). Hence, given the much lower opal fluxes 

recorded in core MD09-3256Q and their lack of correlation with sedimentary Pa/Th, we conclude that biogenic silica had no 

or very little influence on Pa/Th variability. Similarly, we find no correlation between 232Th fluxes and Pa/Th values in this 

core (P value = 0.48, n = 22) (Fig. S5a). We can therefore safely assume that the Pa/Th variability recorded in our equatorial 

cores is mainly driven by changes in oceanic circulation intensity. 20 

Core SU90-03 opal fluxes are low (< 0.1 g.cm-2.kyr-1, Table S6) and do not show any correlation with Pa/Th data (P value = 

0.52, n = 10) (Fig. S4b). In contrast, 232Th fluxes could be correlated to the Pa/Th signal (P value = 0.03, n = 16, Fig. S5b). 

This correlation is only driven by the highest Pa/Th value, and removing this single value results in the disappearance of the 

correlation (P value = 0.31, n = 15). However, we chose to keep this value as SU90-03 232Th flux is low (< ~1.5 dpm.cm-2.kyr-

1) and its Pa/Th signal remains low (0.03-0.05) on the entire 20-50 ka period, indicating a constant significant Pa export through 25 

water mass advection. Oceanic circulation is therefore the main process explaining SU90-03 Pa/Th data.  

The published Pa/Th values of other sediment cores used in this study have been shown to be mainly driven by oceanic 

circulation intensity (Bradtmiller et al., 2014). 

3.2 C. wuellerstorfi δ13C data 

C. wuellerstorfi δ13C of both equatorial cores shows millennial-scale variability, with lower δ13C values occurring during HS. 30 

GS and GI are also recorded in the δ13C record of the intermediate core by low and high δ13C values, respectively. In the deep 

core, the low sedimentation rate induces a low temporal resolution and a smoothing of the δ13C signal that may have erased 

δ13C decreases associated with short GS. 

δ13C values during the LGM are 0.24 ± 0.07 ‰ and 0.66 ± 0.06 ‰ in the deep and intermediate equatorial core, respectively 

(Fig. 3). Given that the late Holocene δ13C measured in the equatorial cores are both close to 1.35 ‰ (see supplementary 35 

information), these LGM δ13C values are much lower than what would be expected from the ~0.3‰ glacial-interglacial change 

in mean ocean δ13C in response a reduced continental biosphere during glacial periods (Duplessy et al., 1988). The low δ13C 

values observed during the LGM and some of the GS could thus indicate either a slowdown of the deep-water circulation, or 

an increased influence of southern sourced water masses at both sites during the glacial with respect to the Holocene. 
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3.3 Ocean circulation signals 

In cores MD09-3257/GeoB3910, SU90-03 and ODP1063, GI time slices are generally characterized by lower Pa/Th and higher 

δ13C values than those characterizing GS periods (Fig. 3). The only exception is GI-10 as this period is associated with a 

transition from relatively low to high Pa/Th values associated with HS4 in core SU90-03. Conversely, the HS2 time slice is 

associated with high Pa/Th values and low δ13C values in these cores, except for core SU90-03 that exhibits Pa/Th and δ13C 5 

values similar to GI time slices. 

Core MD09-3256Q Pa/Th values are below 0.07 in all the studied time slices, with minor variability even between GI and 

HS2 time slices. Its δ13C record is systematically 0.4-0.5 ‰ below that of core MD09-3257, even though the δ13C difference 

between the two cores is reduced during HS2. Core MD09-3256Q therefore appears to be constantly bathed by a nutrient rich 

water mass exporting dissolved protactinium. 10 

There is only one Pa/Th data value within our GI time slices in core MD02-2594 (GI-3, Fig. 3). However, two other Pa/Th 

values can be attributed to both GI-8 and GI-10 as they lie within these time slices considering age model uncertainties. These 

low MD02-2594 Pa/Th values indicate that, during GI time slices, protactinium was exported away from the intermediate-

depth South Atlantic Ocean. 

In addition to the above Pa/Th records, we use one Pa/Th value from core V29-172. This value lies within the GI-3 time slice 15 

and is rather low (0.04), similarly to the shallower North Atlantic core SU90-03. This supports the existence of Pa export 

between 1500 and 3500 m depth in the North Atlantic during GI-3. 

4 Discussion 

Time slice sedimentary Pa/Th data from the six selected Atlantic sediment cores are compared, when available, to the 

sedimentary Pa/Th pattern simulated in response to the different streamfunctions (Fig. 4-6). We focus in particular on the 20 

equatorial cores and describe their modelled and measured sedimentary Pa/Th by referring to the vertical Pa/Th gradient 

between 2300 and 3500 m (i.e. the water depths of the sediment cores). Indeed, vertical Pa/Th gradients are useful indicators 

of the vertical layout of water masses. In what follows, we will see how each vertical gradient can be interpreted. 

4.1 Greenland interstadials (GI-3, GI-8 and GI-10 time slices) 

4.1.1 Comparison with the Holocene simulation 25 

A large vertical Pa/Th gradient between the two equatorial core sites is simulated by the model in the presence of a southward 

flowing northern-sourced deep water mass such as NADW in the Holocene simulation (Fig. 4). This is due to the fact that the 

sedimentary Pa/Th ratio decreases with depth within a single water mass of uniform flow rate. This effect is intensified in the 

case of the Holocene streamfunction, as the flow rate of NADW is not uniform but stronger between 2500-3500 m and weaker 

between 1300-2300 m (acquisition depths of sedimentary Pa/Th for the deep and intermediate cores respectively). Hence, Pa 30 

export at 3500 m is more intense than at 2300 m, thereby significantly increasing the vertical Pa/Th gradient between the two 

cores.  

Interstadial Pa/Th data in the deep equatorial and North Atlantic cores are consistent with simulated Pa/Th values obtained 

with the Holocene streamfunction (Fig. 4b-d). However, interstadial sedimentary Pa/Th values in the equatorial core at 

intermediate depth are lower than predicted by the Pa/Th model forced with the Holocene streamfunction. The vertical Pa/Th 35 

gradient between our equatorial cores during interstadials is small, which is in contradiction with the large vertical Pa/Th 

gradient simulated with the Holocene streamfunction. Moreover, data from Southern Ocean core MD02-2594 are 

systematically between 0.045 and 0.050 during GI (Fig. 3), and in conflict with the high Holocene Pa/Th value (~0.09) 

simulated at this core site (Fig. 4).  
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High δ13C values in the intermediate equatorial core during MIS3 interstadials suggest that northern-sourced deep waters 

influenced the equatorial Atlantic at 2300 m depth (Fig. 3b). However, the lower δ13C values of the deep equatorial core imply 

that, unlike in the present-day Atlantic, nutrient-rich southern-sourced deep waters were present at 3500 m depth in the 

equatorial West Atlantic.  

Therefore, both Pa/Th and δ13C data indicate that the geometry and strength of the AMOC during the studied GI were different 5 

from those of the Holocene. 

4.1.2 Comparison with the off-mode simulation 

Pa/Th values simulated with the off-mode streamfunction exhibit a small vertical Pa/Th gradient between the two equatorial 

cores (Fig. 5). However, the sedimentary Pa/Th values measured during interstadials are much lower than the simulated values 

at both equatorial sites and in the North Atlantic Ocean. These low measured Pa/Th values imply a significant export of Pa by 10 

oceanic circulation and therefore exclude the possibility of an almost halted deep Atlantic circulation above 3500 m depth 

(Fig5, b-d). 

In addition, while in the off-mode streamfunction no significant deep convection occurs in the high-latitude North Atlantic, 

the high δ13C values of core SU90-03 and MD09-3257, and low δ13C values of core MD02-2594 (< 0.5‰, Negre et al., 2010),  

indicate that northern sourced waters were present at ~2500 m in the North and equatorial Atlantic (Fig. 3).  15 

Hence, it is highly unlikely that the off-mode streamfunction depicts the deep Atlantic circulation during the studied GI. 

4.1.3 Comparison with the shallow overturningHS1 simulation 

The shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction also induces a small vertical Pa/Th gradient between the equatorial core 

locationsrecords (Fig. 6). In contrast to the simulation obtained with the off-mode streamfunction, this small vertical Pa/Th 

gradient is associated with significant lateral export of Pa at the depth of both the intermediate and deep equatorial cores, as 20 

well as at the Bermuda Rise and Southern Ocean cores, in agreement with Pa/Th data (Fig. 6b-d). Such a small vertical Pa/Th 

gradient is simulated in the case of two water masses overlying each other and flowing in opposite directions (Fig. S6) (Lippold 

et al., 2012). Indeed, in the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction, northern-sourced waters affect the depth of the 

intermediate equatorial core (above 2500 m). Below ~4000 m, northward flowing southern-sourced waters are active and lead 

to a return flow (between 2500-4000 m depth) that influences the depth of the deep equatorial core (3500 m) (Fig. 2e, f). This 25 

circulation scheme results in decreasing or invariant lateral export of Pa with depth, which in turns causes sedimentary Pa/Th 

to increase or to be constant with depth at the equator.  

However, the agreement between simulated and measured Pa/Th in the Atlantic Ocean cores is lower (i.e. larger Euclidean 

distances, Table S4) with the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction than with the Holocene streamfunction. The better 

model-data agreement obtained with the Holocene streamfunction is driven by the Pa/Th data of the intermediate and deep 30 

mid-latitude North Atlantic cores (SU90-03 and V29-172), as the deep convection of NADW induces low modelled Pa/Th 

values south of 50°N. In the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction, the region of deep-water formation is shifted southward 

(Fig. 2). In the Pa/Th model, dissolved protactinium and thorium concentrations are therefore vertically homogenized between 

40 and 60°N (against 60-70°N in the case of the Holocene streamfunction), preventing the presence of low sedimentary Pa/Th 

values north of ~40°N. A southward shift in the deep convection zone during the last glacial has been observed in earlier 35 

studies (e.g. Vidal et al., 1997), but the simulated southward shift in the present shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction could 

be overestimated. Assuming a more northerly position of the region of deep-water formation, the Pa/Th observed in the North 

Atlantic cores would agree with the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction. Indeed, if we remove both mid-latitude North 

Atlantic cores from the computation of the sum of squared residuals, we find that the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction 

best explains the Pa/Th data observed during GI (Table S5). 40 
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Interstadial benthic δ13C values at the equator indicate the presence of (1) a northern-sourced water mass at the intermediate 

core site and (2) of a southern-sourced water mass at the deep core site (Fig. 3b). Hence, benthic δ13C data support the existence 

of two water masses overlying each other and flowing in opposite directions as in the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction. 

Moreover, the southern sourced water mass likely affected core MD02-2594 on its way towards the deep equator site as 

reflected by its low benthic δ13C (< 0.5 ‰, Negre et al., 2010).  5 

Based on our definition of the Interstadial time slices, we assume that the GI3 time slice reflects interstadial conditions. 

However, because GI3 seen in Greenland ice cores is of relatively short duration, the Pa/Th signal of the studied sediment 

cores might not reflect full interstadial circulation conditions. Nonetheless, we consider it unlikely that the Pa/Th of GI3 

reflects stadial conditions. Indeed, core MD09-3257 sedimentary Pa/Th values observed during GI3 are similar to those 

recorded during the GI8 and GI10 time slices that correspond to strict interstadials (Fig. 3). 10 

There are several studies discussing a potential link between D-O events and Atlantic circulation changes (Gottschalk et al., 

2015: see Boyle, 2000 for a review), but to our knowledge, there has been no study about the geometry of the AMOC water 

masses during these periods. Combining the information provided by sedimentary Pa/Th and benthic foraminiferal δ13C data, 

we reach the following conclusions concerning the Atlantic circulation below ~1300 m during the studied GI. A southward-

flowing northern-sourced water mass likely circulated above ~2500 m, while southern-sourced deep water circulated 15 

northwards below ~4000 m, and southwards as a return flow between ~2500 and 4000 m depth (Fig. 2f, Fig. 7a). Moreover, 

our data indicate that the geometry and state of the AMOC appear similar for GI-3, -8 and -10, despite the different ice sheet 

volumes characterizing the periods encompassing HS2 and HS4 respectively. 

4.1.4 Estimation of the AMOC intensity over the interstadial time slices 

Our Holocene equatorial Pa/Th values are in reasonable agreement with previously published data from the Brazilian margin 20 

(Lippold et al., 2011) and with Pa/Th values simulated with a 2 and 3 fold increased Holocene streamfunction (Fig. S7). At 

present, increasing the Holocene streamfunction is indeed necessary to improve the agreement between simulated and 

measured equatorial Pa/Th values (Lippold et al., 2011). This increase was proposed to account for the absence of west-east 

difference in circulation strength in the 2D Pa/Th model, which reflects a zonally averaged circulation. Moreover, the width 

of the Atlantic basin is the shortest at the equator, while it is assumed constant in the model. Both these effects could cause the 25 

flow speed at the equator to be underestimated, and therefore the simulated Pa/Th ratio to be overestimated. 

We performed sensitivity tests of the Pa/Th model to varying flow rates by multiplying the shallow overturningHS1 

streamfunction by a factor of 1, 2 and 3. Our results indicate that factors of 1 and 2 best reproduce the sedimentary Pa/Th ratio 

in the Atlantic during GI time slices (Table S5).  

When using the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction, the flow of both the northern and southern sourced water masses at 30 

the equator is of 5-10 Sv. As this streamfunction amplified by a factor 1 and 2 best agrees with our interstadial Pa/Th data, we 

assume that the water-mass flow rates provided by these shallow overturningHS1 streamfunctions (5-20 Sv) depict well the 

oceanic circulation strength during the studied interstadials. The modern flow rates of NADW (northern-sourced water mass) 

and AABW (southern-sourced water mass) are ~27 ± 7 and ~3 Sv at 4.5°S respectively (Lux et al., 2001). We conclude that 

during GI-3, -8 and -10, the flow rate of the southern-sourced deep water was likely larger than present day AABW, and that 35 

the flow rate of the northern-sourced deep water may have been smaller than present-day NADW. 

4.2 Heinrich Stadial 2 

4.2.1 Comparison with the shallow overturningHS1 simulation 

Pa/Th data from the HS2 time slice display a large vertical Pa/Th gradient between the depths of our equatorial cores (Fig. 4a, 

5a, or 6a). The gradient results from the high Pa/Th value at intermediate depth, which indicates that the core was likely 40 
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overlain by sluggish waters. Pa/Th data in the equatorial cores are therefore incompatible with the low vertical Pa/Th gradient 

simulated by the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction (Fig. 6, Table S4). 

Moreover, the decrease in benthic δ13C values in both equatorial cores during HS2  suggests an increased influence of southern-

sourced deep waters in the deep Atlantic at both 3500 and 2300 m, which is incompatible with the active northern sourced 

circulation cell simulated above 2500 m with the shallow overturningHS1 streamfunction (Fig. 3, b).  5 

Hence, both circulation and ventilation proxies indicate that there was no intense northern sourced water flow between 1300 

and 2300 m depth at the equator during HS2.  

4.2.2 Comparison with the Holocene simulation 

Large vertical Pa/Th gradients are simulated in the model when a single water mass affects both equatorial cores. Pa/Th values 

simulated with the Holocene streamfunction therefore best fit Pa/Th data during HS2 (Fig. 4a, Table S4). However, the very 10 

low benthic δ13C values measured in both equatorial cores during HS (Fig. 3b) exclude the presence of an active northern 

sourced deep-water mass in the intermediate and deep equatorial Atlantic at that time.  

Hence, it is unlikely that the Holocene streamfunction depicts the geometry and strength of the AMOC during HS2. 

4.2.3 Comparison with the off-mode simulation 

In contrast, Pa/Th values simulated with the off-mode streamfunction could reconcile the large Pa/Th vertical gradient and the 15 

low δ13C of equatorial cores (Fig. 5a). In the current off-mode simulation by the iLOVECLIM model, the vertical extent of the 

southern-sourced water mass is not large enough to influence the equatorial core at 3500 m depth, resulting in an apparent low 

vertical Pa/Th gradient (Fig. 2c, d). However, the model was run for a short period of time, preventing a full response of the 

southern sourced deep waters to varying climatic and oceanographic conditions (Roche et al., 2014). Hence, the vertical extent 

of the southern sourced water mass could be larger, thereby inducing a low sedimentary Pa/Th ratio in the deepest core of the 20 

Brazilian margin. Pa/Th data from the Bermuda Rise and South Atlantic cores are consistent with simulated Pa/Th values from 

the off-mode streamfunction. However, the Pa/Th data from the intermediate North Atlantic core is not in agreement with the 

modelled Pa/Th, as there is no deep-water formation in the high latitude North Atlantic in the off-mode streamfunction.  

The very low benthic δ13C values measured in the deep equatorial core during HS2 is are consistent with the simulation using 

the off-mode streamfunction, which shows a strong influence of southern sourced water masses in the deep Atlantic. This is 25 

further supported by the increased εNd in the Bermuda Rise core which indicates an increased influence of southern-sourced 

water masses at 4500 m in the North Atlantic Ocean during HS2 (Gutjahr and Lippold, 2011).  

The off-mode simulation could therefore explain both Pa/Th and δ13C values in the deep Atlantic and intermediate equatorial 

Atlantic, but neither this streamfunction nor the others are able to explain the Pa/Th record of the North Atlantic core at ~2500 

m depth. 30 

4.2.4 Geometry and strength of the AMOC at the onset ofduring HS2 

The low Pa/Th and high benthic δ13C observed in core SU90-03 indicates that deep convection was still active in the high 

latitude North Atlantic during HS2. However, the resulting water mass was probably slow enough so that its nutrient content 

significantly raised on its way towards the equator either through turbulent and diffusive mixing with the underlying water 

mass or through the degradation of 12C rich organic matter sinking from surface waters. This would explain the low δ13C values 35 

measured in the intermediate equatorial core. Similarly, a long transit time of the water mass from the North Atlantic deep 

convection sites to the Brazilian margin could explain the high Pa/Th values measured in the intermediate equatorial core, as 

dissolved Pa was allowed sufficient time to equilibrate through reversible exchange with particulate matter. This progressive 

equilibration would could have led to the sedimentary Pa/Th latitudinal gradient observed at ~2500 m depth, from low 
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sedimentary Pa/Th values in the mid-latitude North Atlantic (SU90-03) to high values in the equatorial Atlantic (MD09-3257) 

(Fig. 5a).  

Considering that both Pa/Th and benthic δ13C values suggest an increased influence of southern sourced waters at the equatorial 

and Bermuda Rise deep sites, the off-mode streamfunction likely best depicts the geometry of the AMOC during HS2 below 

2500 m, i.e. southern-sourced deep waters likely dominated filled the deep Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 7b). The direct influence of 5 

the southern-sourced water mass likely extended vertically above 3500 m depth, probably at least up to 2500 m depth, as 

indicated by the low Pa/Th value of the deep equatorial core. However, given the discrepancy between the off-mode simulation 

and observed Pa/Th values in the North Atlantic intermediate core, it is difficult to assess the exact position latitudinal and 

vertical extent of the southern sourced waters and their associated return flow. Above 2500 m, a weak water flow originating 

from Northern deep convection sites likely probably influenced the Atlantic, perhaps down to equatorial latitudes (Fig. 7b). 10 

The geometry of the Atlantic deep water masses inferred from our sedimentary Pa/Th and benthic δ13C records during HS2 is 

consistent with previous modelling experiments (e.g. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001) and with water mass ventilation (Elliot 

et al., 2002; Vidal et al., 1997; Zahn et al., 1997) and circulation intensity (Gherardi et al., 2005; McManus et al., 2004) proxies 

indicating that deep water circulation slowed down during Heinrich Stadials. Furthermore, our data indicate that a northern-

sourced water mass was active above 2500 m during HS2, as inferred for HS1 (Gherardi et al., 2009; Roche et al., 2014) and 15 

HS2 (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2014; Wary et al., 2015) in previous studies. However, quantifying the intensity of the AMOC 

upper circulation cell during this period remains difficult since there is at present no numerical simulation in reasonably good 

agreement with both the circulation and ventilation proxies measured in the Atlantic. 

5 Conclusions 

We have shown that both the geometry and strength of the AMOC during three interstadials of the last glacial period (i.e. the 20 

GI-3, GI-8 and GI-10 intervals) was markedly different from those of the modern AMOC. Our data suggest that a northern-

sourced water mass circulated above 2500 m depth with a flow rate ranging between 5 and 20 Sv, which is lower than the 

intensity of present-day NADW. Below 4000 m, a southern-sourced deep water mass likely flowed northward with an intensity 

of 5-20 Sv, which is larger than the modern AABW flow rate. Between 2500 and 4000 m depth, the southern-sourced deep 

water likely circulated southwards as a return flow.  25 

Our data also show that the geometry of the AMOC likely changed changed at the onset of HS2 and that the deep Atlantic 

below 2500 m was then probably dominated by a single southern-sourced water mass that can be traced up to 35°N at 4500 

m. This water mass probably directly affected the equatorial Atlantic between 2500 and 3500 m depth. A slow southward 

flowing water likely circulated between 1500 and 2500 m in the North Atlantic, but its presence at the equator remains difficult 

to assess. 30 
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Figure 1: (a) Phosphate section (Schlitzer, 2000) and (b) map of the Atlantic Ocean (Schlitzer, 2000) showing the location of the 

studied sediment cores (see Sect. 2.1 or Table S1 for detailed locations). Cores for which we provide new Pa/Th or 13C data are 

circled in red. Phosphate content follows the structure of the present day AMOC. White arrows indicate the approximate flow 15 
directions of the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) and North Atlantic Deep Water 

(NADW). 
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Figure 2: Simulated sedimentary Pa/Th values (left) in response to different streamfunctions (right): (a, b) Holocene, (c, d) Off-

mode, (e, f) shallow overturningHS1. White dots indicate the position of the studied sediment cores (see Fig. 1). Data gridding was 

achieved using the Ocean Data View software (Schlitzer, 2015).  

 5 
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Figure 3: Comparison between sedimentary Pa/Th and benthic 13C data from the Brazilian margin, Bermuda Rise, mid-latitude 

North and South Atlantic Ocean and Greenland temperatures. (a) MD09-3256Q (this study), SU90-03 (this study), MD09-3257 

(Burckel et al., 2015), ODP1063 (Böhm et al., 2015), MD02-2594 (Negre et al., 2010) and V29-172 (Bradtmiller et al., 2014) Pa/Th 

(b) MD09-3256Q (this study), SU90-03 (Chapman et al., 2000) and GeoB3910 (Burckel et al., 2015) Cibicides wuellerstorfi 13C and 5 
(c) NGRIP temperature record on the GICC05 timescale (Kindler et al., 2014). In (a) lines pass through average Pa/Th values in 

case of replicates, while diamonds and squares (MD09-3257) correspond to individual Pa/Th measurementsIn (a) the average Pa/Th 

for each core is represented by the lines and individual measurements by diamonds or squares (MD09-3257). V29-172 Pa/Th values 

are represented by two purple diamonds.  White squares indicate Pa/Th values not considered in core MD09-3257, as they might 

not be influenced by oceanic circulation only (Burckel et al., 2015). The red and blue arrows indicate the Late Holocene Pa/Th values 10 
in cores MD09-3257 (0.065 ± 0.004, Burckel et al., 2015) and MD09-3256Q (0.043±0.002), respectively. Error bars on Pa/Th 

measurements are given in Fig. S1 and Table S7 and S8. In (b) thick lines are 3-point running averages of the Cibicides w. 13C 

records, the black arrow indicates present day NADW 13C value (~1.36 ‰, supplementary information). 13C values are given in 

Table S9. In (c) numbers indicate the GI. Red vertical bands represent the GI-3, GI-8 and GI-10 time slices and the blue vertical 

band the HS2 time slice. 15 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the Pa/Th data (circles) for each of the time slices to the simulated Pa/Th values using the Holocene 

streamfunction. (a) HS2, (b) GI-3, (c) GI-8 and (d) GI-10 Pa/Th data. The upper half of the circles represents the Pa/Th mean value, 

the lower left quarter, the Pa/Th mean value – 1 sigma, and the lower right quarter, the Pa/Th mean value + 1 sigma. Data gridding 

was achieved using the Ocean Data View software (Schlitzer, 2015).  5 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of the Pa/Th data for each of the time slices to the simulated Pa/Th values using the off-mode streamfunction. 

Time slices are (a) HS2, (b) GI-3, (c) GI-8 and (d) GI-10 Pa/Th data; symbols  as in Fig. 4.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Pa/Th data for each of the time slices to the simulated Pa/Th values using the shallow overturningHS1 

streamfunction. Time slices are (a) HS2, (b) GI-3, (c) GI-8 and (d) GI-10 Pa/Th data; symbols  as in Fig. 4. 

 

 5 

Figure 7: Sketch of the possible states of the AMOC during (a) Greenland interstadials and (b) Heinrich Stadial 2. Red and blue 

arrows depict the southern and northern sourced water mass, respectively. The arrows’ thickness reflects the overturning rate. Core 

names are coloured depending on which water mass influences them. In (b), cores MD09-3257 and MD02-2594 names are written 

in black as it is difficult to assess which water mass bathes the equator at 2300 m depth and as we have no direct evidence of which 
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water mass influences the South Atlantic Ocean during HS2. The exact position of the northward flowing southern southern-sourced 

water mass and its possible return flow (dashed red line) is also unknown in (b).  
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S1. Holocene C. wuellerstorfi δ13C and sedimentary Pa/Th 

 

At present, NADW extends from 1200 to 4000 m depth in the equatorial Atlantic (Schott, 

2003). In Fig. 3, the modern δ13C value of NADW is set to 1.36 ± 0.09 ‰, which is the mean 

of the δ13C values in benthic foraminifer C. wuellerstorfi over the Late Holocene at ~3500 5 
and 2300 m depth on the Brazilian margin. Late Holocene δ13C values are computed as the 

mean δ13C value over the time interval 0-4 ka (Table S9). This yields Late Holocene δ13C 

values of 1.30 ± 0.08 ‰ (n = 8) in core MD09-3256Q and 1.43 ± 0.01 ‰ (n = 2) in core 

MD09-3257. 

Modern sedimentary Pa/Th values in Fig. 3 are based on Late Holocene sedimentary Pa/Th 10 
measurements in both equatorial cores. The Late Holocene Pa/Th value is of 0.065 ± 0.04 (1 

σ) in core MD09-3257 (Burckel et al., 2015) and of 0.043 ± 0.02 (1 σ) in core MD09-3256Q 

(Table S7). These Pa/Th values are computed using a 238U/232Th lithogenic correction of 0.5 ± 

0.1. 

 15 
S2. Pa/Th uncertainties related to dating uncertainties 

 

The Pa/Th record of core MD09-3257 is used as reference for the definition of the time slices 

associated with HS2 and Greenland Interstadials. Hence, Pa/Th values associated with the 

different time slices in core MD09-3257 are independent from the age model. For all other 20 
cores, dating uncertainties account for Pa/Th uncertainties associated with each time 

slice.Hence, Pa/Th values associated with each time slice on core MD09-3257 are invariant, 

despite dating uncertainties. Studied sediment cores were chosen for their well-defined age 

model, with uncertainties small enough for their Pa/Th record to be used with confidence. We 

define the Pa/Th uncertainty associated with each time slice as the maximum between the 25 
Pa/Th uncertainty induced by age model uncertainties and induced by averaging Pa/Th values 

with their own individual uncertainties. At least one Pa/Th value has to be within a specific 

time slice (considering one sigma uncertainties on the age) for the core Pa/Th data to be used 

within this time slice.  

For core ODP 1063, we considered a 500 y dating uncertainty on the 20-50 ka period (Böhm 30 
et al., 2015).  

Pa/Th values and uncertainties calculated as detailed in this section are given in Table S3. 
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Figure S1: Pa/Th in cores SU90-03 (a) and MD09-3256Q (b) as a function of time calculated 

with different lithogenic (238U/232Th) (R) values used to correct for detrital material 

contribution (Francois, 2007). Red curve, R=0.5 (correction used in Fig. 3), green curve 5 
R=0.4, and blue curve R=0.6. Error bars are 1 SE and do not account for the error on R. 
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Figure S2: Core MD09-3256Q age model. Blue squares indicate the position of 14C dates in 

core MD09-3256Q. Blue triangles indicate tie points between core GeoB3910 (red line) and 5 
MD09-3256Q (blue line) Ti/Ca records. YD and HS1-HS5 are marked by Ti/Ca peaks caused 

by increased precipitation and runoff in North-East Brazil during the Younger Dryas and 

Heinrich Stadials 1-5 (Burckel et al., 2015). Discontinuities in the Ti/Ca record of core 

MD09-3256Q correspond to the position of turbidite layers. Error bars are 1 sigma and 

include the uncertainty on correlation for the tie points. 10 
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Figure S3: Core MD09-3256Q Ti/Ca record (blue curve) and sedimentation rate (red curve).  
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Figure S4: Assessment of the opal influence on the Pa/Th records. Sedimentary Pa/Th as a 

function of opal flux in core MD09-3256Q (a) and in core SU90-03 (b). 

Assessment of the opal influence on the Pa/Th records. (a) Sedimentary Pa/Th (red) and opal 

flux (black) as a function of depth in core MD09-3256Q, (b) Opal flux as a function of Pa/Th 5 
in core SU90-03. In (a), error bars are 1 sigma. 
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Figure S5: Correlation between the 232Th flux and sedimentary Pa/Th ratio in (a) core MD09-

3256Q, (b) SU90-03. 

 

 5 
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Figure S6: HS1 Shallow overturning simulated streamfunction and sedimentary Pa/Th. (a) 

Simulated sedimentary Pa/Th, (b) simulated streamfunction and flux at the equator (Sv, blue 

bars, scale on top).  

5 
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Figure S7: Pa/Th on the Brazilian margin. Red squares are data obtained from Holocene 

sediments in this study. Black squares are data obtained from Holocene sediments in (Lippold 5 
et al., 2011). Grey and black lines are simulated Pa/Th values with the 2 and 3x increased 

Holocene streamfunction respectively. Error bars are 2 sigma. 
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Table S1: Core locations and age model references. 

Core names Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Age model 

MD09-3256Q 03°32.81’S 35°23.11’W 3537 This study 

MD09-3257 04°14.69’S 36°21.18’W 2344 (Burckel et al., 2015) 

GeoB3910 04°14.7’S 36°20.7’W 2362 (Burckel et al., 2015) 

SU90-03 40°30.3’N 32°3.198’W 2475 
(Chapman et al., 2000)  

14C dates converted to Marine13 

ODP 1063 33°41’N 57°37’W 4584 (Böhm et al., 2015) 

MD02-2594 34°43’S 17°20’E 2440 
(Martínez-Méndez et al., 2010) 

14C dates converted to Marine13 

V29-172 33°42’N 29°22.98’W 3457 (Bradtmiller et al., 2014) 

 

Table S2: Core MD09-3256Q age model. 14C ages are measured on planktic foraminifer G. 

ruber (white) and converted to calendar ages using the Marine13 curve (Reimer et al., 2013) 5 
with no additional reservoir age correction. * Tie points correlating core MD09-3256Q Ti/Ca 

to GeoB3910 Ti/Ca. 

 

Depth (m) 
Age 14C 

(kyr) 
1σ 

Age (Cal 
kyr) 

1σ 

 
0.040 2.32 0.03 1.93 0.04 

 
0.070 3.46 0.03 3.34 0.04 

 
0.200 8.575 0.035 9.22 0.07 

 
0.420 12.79 0.05 14.41 0.18 

 
0.580 15.97 0.06 18.82 0.06 

 
0.660 17.72 0.06 20.88 0.11 

 
0.880 20.5 0.08 24.16 0.12 

 
0.920 21.41 0.08 25.36 0.12 

 
0.960 22.87 0.08 26.79 0.18 

 
1.150 27.69 0.21 31.19 0.13 

 
1.270 29.85 0.27 33.65 0.25 

* 1.585 / 
 

39.03 0.65 

* 1.945 /   47.91 0.62 
 
Table S3: Pa/Th for each time slice in the different cores. Uncertainties are calculated as 

specified in Sect. S2. 10 

  HS2 1 σ GI-3 1 σ GI -8 1 σ GI-10 1 σ 

MD09-3256Q 0.067 0.005 0.064 0.004 0.064 0.006 0.059 0.005 

MD09-3257 0.102 0.011 0.072 0.009 0.066 0.010 0.075 0.009 

SU90-03 0.033 0.002 0.038 0.04 0.037 0.009 0.040 0.015 

ODP1063 0.079 0.007 0.068 0.006 0.071 0.016 na na 

MD02-2594 na na 0.046 0.005 0.049 0.005 0.049 0.004 

V29-172 na na 0.040 0.002 na na na na 
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Table S4: Euclidean distance between simulated and measured Pa/Th values in all Atlantic 

cores for the different times slices. Streamfunctions are multiplied by factors of 1, 2 and 3, 

where 1 means no change in the streamfunction simulated by the iLOVECLIM model. For 

each time slice, the best fit between modeled and measured Pa/Th data is displayed in bold.  

 
HS2 1 σ GI-3 1 σ GI -8 1 σ GI-10 1 σ 

HS1 Shallow 
x1 0.089 0.005 0.091 0.004 0.081 0.009 0.078 0.014 

Shallow HS1 
x2 0.100 0.006 0.100 0.004 0.080 0.009 0.079 0.014 

Shallow HS1 
x3 0.107 0.007 0.102 0.004 0.085 0.010 0.083 0.014 

off mode x1 0.121 0.003 0.162 0.004 0.132 0.010 0.123 0.013 

off mode x2 0.133 0.003 0.163 0.005 0.145 0.009 0.138 0.013 

off mode x3 0.111 0.003 0.132 0.005 0.123 0.009 0.117 0.013 

Holocene x1 0.039 0.004 0.060 0.006 0.061 0.008 0.054 0.009 

Holocene x2 0.047 0.007 0.044 0.004 0.041 0.008 0.035 0.011 

Holocene x3 0.059 0.009 0.049 0.004 0.038 0.010 0.033 0.012 

 5 
Table S5: Euclidean distances between simulated and measured Pa/Th values in all Atlantic 

cores, not considering the intermediate and deep mid-latitude North Atlantic cores SU90-03 

and V29-172, for the different times slices. 

 
HS2 1 σ GI-3 1 σ GI -8 1 σ GI-10 1 σ 

Shallow HS1 
x1 0.034 0.011 0.025 0.005 0.021 0.008 0.023 0.005 

Shallow HS1 
x2 0.057 0.011 0.025 0.008 0.020 0.010 0.027 0.009 

Shallow HS1 
x3 0.067 0.010 0.037 0.008 0.034 0.010 0.037 0.008 

off mode x1 0.046 0.007 0.076 0.007 0.077 0.010 0.065 0.007 

off mode x2 0.033 0.010 0.070 0.008 0.074 0.009 0.066 0.008 

off mode x3 0.028 0.010 0.064 0.008 0.068 0.009 0.060 0.008 

Holocene x1 0.019 0.007 0.052 0.006 0.054 0.008 0.047 0.006 

Holocene x2 0.034 0.009 0.032 0.005 0.030 0.007 0.025 0.004 

Holocene x3 0.048 0.010 0.030 0.006 0.025 0.011 0.021 0.007 

 

Table S6: Opal data in cores SU90-03 and MD09-3256Q. 10 

Core Depth (cm) 
Age 

 (ka) 
Opal 

(wt%) 
Opal flux 

(g.cm-2.kyrs-1) 
SU90-03 133 26.328 6.7 0.103 
SU90-03 145 28.454 5.8 0.081 
SU90-03 180 34.247 3.9 0.055 
SU90-03 185 35.599 3.7 0.054 
SU90-03 190 37.190 2.6 0.036 
SU90-03 195 38.780 2.5 0.037 
SU90-03 200 39.942 3.0 0.047 
SU90-03 205 40.868 3.2 0.050 
SU90-03 210 41.713 3.1 0.044 
SU90-03 215 42.558 3.3 0.046 
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MD09-3256Q 146 36.893 0.7 0.020 
MD09-3256Q 150 37.576 0.7 0.020 
MD09-3256Q 159 39.149 0.7 0.015 
MD09-3256Q 159 39.149 0.7 0.015 
MD09-3256Q 164 40.382 0.4 0.011 

 
 
Table S7: Pa/Th and isotopic concentrations (dpm.g-1) in core MD09-3256Q. Pa/Th values 

are computed using a 238U/232Th lithogenic correction of 0.5 ± 0.1. 0.5 ky uncertainty was 

attributed to the core top extrapolated age. 5 
Depth  

(m) 
Age  

(Cal kyr BP) 
1 σ 231Pa 1 SE 230Th 1 SE 232Th 1 SE 238U 1 SE Pa/Th 1 SE 

0 0.05 0.50 0.240 0.001 5.49 0.04 1.190 0.008 1.079 0.006 0.043 0.002 
0 0.05 0.50 0.240 0.002 5.51 0.03 1.198 0.007 1.075 0.005 0.043 0.002 

0.88 24.16 0.12 0.181 0.002 3.76 0.02 3.460 0.017 1.904 0.006 0.066 0.012 
0.89 24.46 0.12 0.241 0.003 4.91 0.02 3.393 0.015 1.802 0.006 0.067 0.008 
0.9 24.76 0.12 0.246 0.003 5.08 0.03 2.760 0.014 1.344 0.004 0.066 0.005 
0.9 24.76 0.12 0.245 0.003 5.13 0.03 2.641 0.013 1.332 0.004 0.065 0.005 

0.92 25.36 0.12 0.259 0.003 5.35 0.03 2.565 0.014 1.253 0.004 0.067 0.005 
0.94 26.08 0.15 0.267 0.003 5.44 0.03 2.632 0.015 1.380 0.004 0.068 0.005 
0.96 26.79 0.18 0.254 0.003 5.37 0.03 2.558 0.014 1.430 0.004 0.065 0.005 
0.98 27.25 0.17 0.241 0.003 5.19 0.03 2.447 0.010 1.312 0.005 0.064 0.004 
1.46 36.89 0.49 0.151 0.002 3.41 0.02 1.904 0.012 1.130 0.008 0.066 0.006 
1.48 37.23 0.51 0.152 0.002 3.55 0.03 1.947 0.013 1.122 0.007 0.064 0.005 
1.5 37.58 0.54 0.150 0.002 3.59 0.03 2.145 0.013 1.394 0.007 0.061 0.006 
1.5 37.58 0.54 0.152 0.002 3.53 0.02 2.004 0.012 1.367 0.008 0.063 0.006 

1.51 37.75 0.55 0.160 0.002 3.63 0.03 2.024 0.013 1.602 0.011 0.064 0.006 
1.56 38.60 0.61 0.226 0.003 4.55 0.03 2.595 0.016 2.117 0.011 0.078 0.007 
1.57 38.77 0.63 0.233 0.003 4.81 0.02 2.913 0.012 1.820 0.006 0.077 0.007 
1.58 38.94 0.64 0.232 0.003 4.81 0.03 3.040 0.016 1.746 0.006 0.078 0.007 
1.59 39.15 0.64 0.235 0.003 4.66 0.04 2.948 0.021 1.645 0.009 0.083 0.007 
1.59 39.15 0.64 0.213 0.003 4.67 0.03 2.888 0.017 1.637 0.008 0.072 0.007 
1.6 39.40 0.64 0.230 0.003 4.70 0.03 3.050 0.012 1.491 0.005 0.081 0.007 

1.61 39.64 0.64 0.186 0.002 4.26 0.03 2.444 0.012 1.265 0.004 0.068 0.006 
1.62 39.89 0.64 0.176 0.002 4.13 0.02 2.327 0.010 1.289 0.004 0.065 0.006 
1.63 40.14 0.64 0.155 0.002 3.80 0.02 2.042 0.012 1.272 0.007 0.061 0.005 
1.64 40.38 0.64 0.150 0.002 3.74 0.02 2.003 0.011 1.247 0.008 0.059 0.005 
1.66 40.87 0.64 0.146 0.002 3.76 0.03 2.038 0.014 1.352 0.007 0.056 0.005 
1.68 41.37 0.64 0.148 0.002 3.66 0.02 2.057 0.012 1.210 0.006 0.061 0.006 

 

 

 

Table S8: Pa/Th and isotopic concentrations (dpm.g-1) in core SU90-03. Pa/Th values are 

computed using a 238U/232Th lithogenic correction of 0.5 ± 0.1. 1 ky uncertainty was attributed 10 
to extrapolated ages (lower part of the core below 2.09 m, Chapman et al., 2000). 

 
Depth 

(m) 
Age 

(Cal kyr BP) 1 σ 231Pa 1 SE 230Th 1 SE 232Th 1 SE 238U 1 SE Pa/Th 1 SE 

1.27 24.534 0.148 0.138 0.001 4.07 0.06 0.784 0.004 2.113 0.005 0.036 0.002 
1.31 25.832 0.155 0.132 0.002 4.10 0.04 0.870 0.007 2.083 0.016 0.033 0.002 
1.33 26.328 0.153 0.130 0.002 4.23 0.07 0.873 0.009 2.038 0.014 0.032 0.002 
1.35 26.670 0.147 0.147 0.002 4.59 0.05 0.902 0.010 2.066 0.015 0.035 0.002 
1.35 26.670 0.147 0.151 0.001 4.55 0.07 0.789 0.004 2.143 0.005 0.036 0.001 
1.39 27.354 0.133 0.168 0.001 4.54 0.05 0.809 0.004 2.352 0.005 0.042 0.002 
1.43 28.075 0.129 0.148 0.002 4.43 0.05 0.799 0.004 2.233 0.005 0.036 0.002 
1.45 28.454 0.131 0.144 0.001 4.47 0.05 0.781 0.004 2.178 0.005 0.035 0.001 
1.47 28.833 0.133 0.129 0.001 4.19 0.06 0.796 0.004 1.980 0.004 0.032 0.001 
1.8 34.247 0.341 0.125 0.001 4.32 0.04 0.776 0.004 1.977 0.004 0.030 0.002 

1.85 35.599 0.394 0.123 0.002 4.04 0.04 0.699 0.004 1.583 0.003 0.036 0.002 
1.9 37.190 0.445 0.107 0.001 4.06 0.04 0.715 0.004 1.354 0.003 0.031 0.001 

1.95 38.780 0.497 0.126 0.002 3.82 0.04 0.786 0.004 1.250 0.003 0.044 0.002 
2 39.942 0.534 0.102 0.002 3.46 0.05 0.829 0.004 0.888 0.002 0.039 0.002 

2.05 40.868 0.523 0.119 0.002 3.46 0.05 0.954 0.005 0.766 0.002 0.051 0.003 
2.1 41.713 1.000 0.092 0.001 3.72 0.05 0.660 0.003 0.845 0.002 0.033 0.002 

2.15 42.558 1.000 0.098 0.002 3.87 0.05 0.660 0.003 1.272 0.003 0.030 0.002 
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Table S9: Core MD09-3256Q δ13C (C. wuellerstorfi) 

Age  
(Cal kyr BP) 

Depth  
(m) 

∂13C  
(‰)   

Age  
(Cal kyr BP) 

Depth  
(m) 

∂13C  
(‰)   

Age  
(Cal kyr BP) 

Depth  
(m) 

∂13C  
(‰) 

0.52 0.01 1.13 
 

27.48 0.99 0.20 
 

36.21 1.42 0.51 
1.46 0.03 1.38 

 
27.71 1 0.07 

 
36.38 1.43 0.67 

1.93 0.04 1.29 
 

27.95 1.01 0.29 
 

36.55 1.44 0.65 
1.93 0.04 1.33 

 
27.95 1.01 0.08 

 
36.72 1.45 0.86 

2.40 0.05 1.28 
 

28.18 1.02 0.25 
 

36.89 1.46 0.96 
2.87 0.06 1.28 

 
28.41 1.03 0.33 

 
37.06 1.47 0.40 

3.34 0.07 1.36 
 

28.64 1.04 0.15 
 

37.23 1.48 0.55 
3.80 0.08 1.34 

 
28.87 1.05 0.38 

 
37.40 1.49 0.42 

20.11 0.63 0.23 
 

29.11 1.06 0.40 
 

37.40 1.49 0.59 
20.36 0.64 0.30 

 
29.34 1.07 0.45 

 
37.58 1.5 0.68 

20.36 0.64 0.21 
 

29.34 1.07 0.08 
 

37.75 1.51 0.53 
20.62 0.65 0.31 

 
29.57 1.08 0.34 

 
37.92 1.52 0.44 

20.88 0.66 0.23 
 

29.57 1.08 0.37 
 

38.09 1.53 0.19 
21.03 0.67 0.09 

 
30.03 1.1 0.48 

 
38.26 1.54 0.40 

21.18 0.68 0.12 
 

30.27 1.11 0.50 
 

38.43 1.55 0.71 
21.33 0.69 0.31 

 
30.50 1.12 0.45 

 
38.60 1.56 0.26 

21.33 0.69 0.33 
 

30.73 1.13 0.33 
 

38.77 1.57 0.43 
21.48 0.7 0.29 

 
30.96 1.14 0.35 

 
38.94 1.58 0.22 

21.77 0.72 0.03 
 

31.19 1.15 0.36 
 

39.15 1.59 0.22 
21.77 0.72 0.36 

 
31.40 1.16 0.68 

 
39.40 1.6 0.40 

21.92 0.73 0.25 
 

31.60 1.17 0.58 
 

39.64 1.61 0.31 
22.07 0.74 0.32 

 
31.60 1.17 0.42 

 
39.89 1.62 0.29 

22.22 0.75 0.16 
 

31.81 1.18 0.25 
 

39.89 1.62 0.21 
22.37 0.76 0.17 

 
32.01 1.19 0.71 

 
40.14 1.63 0.30 

22.37 0.76 0.25 
 

32.22 1.2 0.62 
 

40.38 1.64 0.38 
22.52 0.77 0.29 

 
32.42 1.21 0.25 

 
40.63 1.65 0.52 

22.67 0.78 0.31 
 

32.63 1.22 0.33 
 

40.63 1.65 0.27 
22.82 0.79 0.30 

 
32.83 1.23 0.56 

 
40.87 1.66 0.13 

22.82 0.79 0.18 
 

33.04 1.24 0.68 
 

41.12 1.67 0.57 
22.97 0.8 0.24 

 
33.24 1.25 0.56 

 
41.12 1.67 0.33 

23.12 0.81 0.21 
 

33.45 1.26 0.70 
 

41.37 1.68 0.80 
23.27 0.82 0.08 

 
33.45 1.26 0.50 

 
41.37 1.68 0.71 

23.27 0.82 0.09 
 

33.65 1.27 0.83 
 

41.61 1.69 0.41 
23.41 0.83 0.16 

 
33.82 1.28 0.41 

 
41.61 1.69 0.55 

23.56 0.84 0.12 
 

33.82 1.28 0.53 
 

41.86 1.7 0.88 
23.71 0.85 0.02 

 
33.82 1.28 0.58 

 
41.86 1.7 0.77 

23.86 0.86 -0.03 
 

33.99 1.29 0.56 
 

42.35 1.72 0.28 
24.01 0.87 0.25 

 
34.16 1.3 0.48 

 
42.35 1.72 1.20 

24.16 0.88 0.30 
 

34.33 1.31 0.53 
 

42.85 1.74 0.98 
24.16 0.88 0.14 

 
34.50 1.32 0.17 

 
43.34 1.76 0.80 

24.16 0.88 0.08 
 

34.68 1.33 0.40 
 

43.83 1.78 0.73 
24.46 0.89 -0.16 

 
34.85 1.34 0.77 

 
43.83 1.78 0.56 

25.06 0.91 0.34 
 

35.02 1.35 0.68 
 

44.33 1.8 0.33 
25.36 0.92 0.10 

 
35.19 1.36 0.40 

 
44.33 1.8 0.70 

25.72 0.93 0.12 
 

35.36 1.37 0.56 
    26.08 0.94 0.39 

 
35.36 1.37 0.49 

    26.43 0.95 0.31 
 

35.53 1.38 0.42 
    26.79 0.96 0.23 

 
35.70 1.39 0.56 

    27.02 0.97 0.39 
 

35.87 1.4 0.43 
    27.25 0.98 0.44   36.04 1.41 0.55         
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